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Docket Talks to New Dean Diversified Student
Dean Steven Frankino, who is
scheduled to take office here at
Villanova in January, recently
made a visit to Villanova. Docket
News Editor, Amelia McGovern
spoke with him at this time.

of doggerel that was done by Dean
Prosser. I don't know if the torts
teachers here use Prosser on torts
or Prosser's casebook. Well,
Prosser was a dean. And he used
to take great delight in writing
doggerel which is to be performed
D. Let's start out by your
at the meeting of law professors
telling us a little bit about
and his most famous piece of
yourself.
doggerel which is applicable I
F. What do you want to know?
think to any well run law school
D. Will you teach here?
is the student and faculty dance
F. Will I teach? I hope to. I
on the green, the ultimate heaven
haven't been assigned courses yet.
— a school with no dean. Actually,
I hope, if not next semester,
in the day to day life of the student
certainly next year. I have been
my experience differs from law
teaching since I've been a Dean,
school to law school. Each law
which goes back more years than
school has its own personality.
I care to admit.
And in some law schools, the
D. Tell us about that. How long
interaction between the dean and
have you been a dean?
the students is very dynamic and
F. Let's see. Well, when I left
kind of constant and at other law
Villanova in 1971, it was because
Dean Steven Frankino at his schools it's relatively rare and
I had been appointed dean to recent visit to Villanova.
very formal. And I'm not sure that
Creighton University in Omaha,
the personality of the school
Nebraska. I was dean there for 6 Communities, things of that na doesn't play a major part in which
years. I then became a senior ture. Previously I taught Con role is determined for the inter
partner of a law firm and then I tracts and Commercial Transac action (rf the dean with the stu
returned as dean of my alma tions and I taught Conflicts of dents. Clearly, the dean is making
mater, which is Catholic U. And Law at Villanova and Creighton.
decisions every day that affect the
D. Is that your favorite course? students. And those decisions
now I'm in my eighth year. At
Catholic U., there are fout yeati—Is lhat,.wi
terms, so 1 completed my second Conflict of Laws? '
a jjermanent dean or an actmg
F. Some would say that it is my dean around or a consortium of
term as dean.
D. Why are you coming here in favorite course, and there are deans that meet together to make
others that say Conflicts of Laws decisions.
the middle of the year?
Decisions like allocation of
F. Well, the faculty at Villan change rarely. It's easier for a
ova had wanted to have a perman dean to teach a course where the money and budget — making sure
ent dean in September and I felt law is not as dynamic as other there are sufficient funds for
that the faculty at Catholic Uni fields. I prefer to think it is the student aid, making sure that the
various services that are signifi
versity should have an opportun first one.
D. How will we notice your cant to students are being run
ity to conduct a search and select
properly — like Placement, Ad
a successor before I left and so presence here?
F. You were here as a first year missions, Financial Aid, etc. So,
Catholic would have preferred
really, from an administrative
that I serve until next Summer student when John was Dean?
D. Right. And he announced to perspective, the dean is the super
but Villanova would have pre
ferred that I come last summer us half way through the year that visor and so the interface isn't a
and so I split the difference and he was leaving, so at that point very immediate one but obviously
it works out very well because we became the class without a over time you can tell what kind
Catholic has selected a successor dean.
(Continued on page 6)
F. Or the transitional class. I
and I am able now to work with
my successor at Catholic. And of don't know. What do you expect
course, Dean Abraham is an old from a dean? What have you —
colleague and friend of mine, and have you and your classmates felt
it's very easy for me to make the that something wasn't happening
because there was no dean in
transition.
D. What is your specialty? place. I'm asking because I'd be
interested in what...
What do you teach?
The excitement continues to
D. No, I think that was the
F. The course I have taught
mount
here at VLS! The third
point.
Well,
you
know,
we
were
every year that I have taught is
round of the Reimel Competition,
Conflict of Laws. When I was here working without one. What is a pitting 2L and 3L minds against
at Villanova I taught Torts and dean?
each other in grueling, heated,
F. What do deans do?
International Business Transac
oral battles, is upon us. Monday,
D.
Yes.
The
school
hasn't
tions, Public International Law,
November 24, at 7 and 9 p.m.,
Securities Regulations, Federal fallen down.
sixteen teams will try their luck.
F.
Of
course
not.
Well
you
Securities Regulations, and se
The winners who advance will be
minars in Law and the Atlantic know there is a wonderful piece listed on the Quarterfinal posting
sheet, which is to be released on
November 26, just in time for the
U.S. POSTAGE
the DOCKET
holidays.
PAID
VILLANOVA LAW SCHOOL
For the IL's who still don't
Villanova, Pa.
VILLANOVA, PA. 19085
know what the Reimel Competi
Permit No. 5
tion is all about, here's a quick
overview. During second and/or
Non-Profil Organization
third year, each VLS student is
required to earn one credit for
Moot Court. This can be done in
one of two ways. A student may
go through the Credit Round,
where he/she writes a brief and
argues the case once beforea panel
of three judges. The other way is
to enter the Reimel Competition.
In the Reimel Competition, each
team submits their first brief in
the same manner as the Credit
Round. Instead of arguing once,
they argue twice, again in front
of three judges. The sixteen teams

Starts New Club
by Amelia McGovern
A new group, tentatively
titled the Organization for
Diversified Students has taken
steps to becoming an estab
lished student organization.
The group's purpose, accord
ing to the petition submitted to
Dean Robert P. Garbarino,
assistant dean for administra
tive affairs, is to "provide the
opportunity for networking
and peer support among law
school students with diverse
backgrounds" and, also, "to
establish an ongoing forum
addressing the unique and
specific concerns and intertests
of law students of diverse
background and experiences."
"We define a 'diversified'
student as a non-traditional
student, one who thinks of law
school as a second career,"
explains Marianne McClatchy,
the organizer of the group.
McClatchy, a second year stu
dent, was employed for years
as an
therapist,
i • occupational
•
u
tammt

chiatry, and geriatrics. She
also worked for the Philadel
phia Museum of Art in the
public relations department.
Professor Doris Brogan and
Director of Admissions Denise
McGarry have consented to be
joint moderators of the group.
The Organization for Diver
sified Students has proposed
the following activities:
.monthly meetings, with out
side speakers when feasible,
covering to a variety of topics
such as stress and burnout,
family adjustnient to law
school demands, placement
concerns of the diverse student.

Reimel competitors
Advance to third round
which accumulate the most points
will advance to the Third Round,
the point at which we are now in
this year's competition. From this
point, the top eight teams will
advance to the Quarterfinals,
then four to the Semifinals and
two to the Finals, until the win
ning team is decided.
For those of you who are enter
ing pools for the upcoming event,
the VLS line has just been
released:
Petitioner
Respondent
McElwaine/Van Blargen Carey/
Kelly
Kukowski/Sullivan
Baskett/
Phillips
Berton/James
Tweardy/Wall
Lessner/Schwartz Lubus/Raith
Kelly/Schonzeit
Gibbs/
Humphrey
Kishel/Kita
Lucas/Sambor
Briggs/Logue McCausland/Pinto
Boccella/Ferren Barber/Bellwoar
Since the issue involved is a
patent law-trade secret issue, the
remaining rounds will, if possible,
be judged by patent and trade
secret lawyers.
Good luck to the remaining
teams!

Marianne McClatchy, 2L, who
started the Organization of
Diversified Students.
networking with alumni, the

diversUied backgrounds re-

fo tft
and the law school. They also
propose the have periodic social
functions to increase the
group's cohesiveness.
"By the very nature of the
• group it is hard to find time
to
meet,"
comments
McClatchy. McClatchy further
explained that these students
tend to have families to take
care of or outside jobs.
"Once we are established as
a student organization we will
have a mailbox and a place on
the bulletin board and it will
be easier to communicate to
new members. Right now we
have about thirty interested
students," said McClatchy.
"We are trying to bridge the
gap between the information
we can get from placement and
the information in Alumni, in
order to develop a network, to
see how other students in this
situation have succeeded once
they left school. Joan Beck has
been very supportive.
"The administration and
faculty have been very suppor
tive," said McClatchy.
The organization will be
open to all students with a
focus on those with a typical
backgrounds, according to the
group's petition.

Inside. . •
Maule On Tax
Pg- 13
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Prohibited
pg 8
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pg. 8
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^EDITORIAL

A New Figurehead Arrives
thP
'here will be a new face in
the Dean s office. The fact that he s the third in four years has prompted
remarks hke: Villanova has had more Deans than the Yankees have had
n
i
the law school seems to have endured the
thi?
K®
recruitmg-wise, job-landing-wise and otherwise. That
^
n^ f
faculty and staff than proof positive
that havmg a Dean really makes much of a difference. It probably does The
someone has to be in charge. The point is, we wouldn't know
first hand. At any rate, welcome Dean Frankino. Hope to see you around —

Empty Barrels Make the Most Noise
Last month we ruffled some feathers suggesting that 3Ls have no right
to gripe at graduation when a speaker NOT "of their choosing shows up. A
few self-proclaimed leaders of the class muttered about our questioning the
speaker selection process and what we viewed as 3L apathy. The mutterers
didn't see it that way. They threatened to deluge the Docket with Letters
to the Editor explaining just how they did see it. But they didn't. From what
we can gather, their defense is that the SBA-sponsored meeting that produced
the 13 warm bodies who tendered the names of two additional speaker
candidates (which were rejected, along with a request to reorder the facultycomposed list) was held on Yom Kippur. Balderdash! Besides, one of our
Jewish classmates was quick to note, if anyone was really interested, they
could have voted by proxy. What really proves our point, though, is the
conspicuous absence of even one Letter to the Editor on this page. It's easy
to murmur. Making your voice count is hard.

'Tis the Season: Holiday Fear
HOLIDAY CHEER
Well, it's that time of year again. While everyone else in the world (or so
It seems) is beginning to think of Turkeys with stuffing, eggnog and holiday
cheer, all law students can think about is what turkeys we are for coming here,
the eggheads who'll get better grades than us and holiday fear (that is, will
we live through exams to see the holidays). Don't despair, IL's, you will survive.
One of the most important factors in doing well on exams is avoiding burnout.
Take care of yourself and study hard but remember there's still a whole world
out there. Watch Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer, go shopping or for a walk.
Take time off and escape from the exam craze. It will do wonders for reducing
stress and making you feel human again. Finally, when exam's are all over,
kick back, relax and have a really great break. See you next year.
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THE
PAPER CHASE
by Walter Lucas
From the first day we got here,
The problem is, in all the hub
we started what, for lack of a
bub of job hunting and gladbetter word, I'll call "stratifying."
handing, some of us lose sight of
Oh, it was subliminal enough. No
the fact that there's more at stake
one wore Ivy Leaguesweaters, but
than a pot of gold at the end of
word eventually got out as to
the rainbow.
who'd gone to what college; who'd
Before coming to VLS, I toiled
been accepted to VLS on "early
in a profession that many thought
admission;" who was wait-listed
paid a fairly nice salary, along
at Penn or NYU: even who'd
with all the perks: travel, an
posted 40-plus LSAT scores.
expense account, the works. Prob
Then grades came out and new
lem was my superiors had this
heights of stratification were
archaic notion that I had to really
reached. Classmates who barely' "earn," not just pick up, my
acknowledged each other's pres
paycheck every week. So if you
ence in the halls or cafeteria in
prorated my salary according to
the fall suddenly struck up spring
the number of hours worked —
time relationships based on their
and that includes the number of
newfound common interest: rela
hours on the road and in hotel
tive class rank.
rooms — you might say that I
wasn't really making all that
much. Subtract from that all the
hours I wasn't officially on the
So many of us are
clock, but still had my mind on
sustained bywork, and you might say I was
downright underpaid. Rare was
one vision:
the night or weekend that I didn't
bring my work home with me,
the Big Payoff.
even if my family couldn't see it.
Needless to say, whether you
bring work home or just worry
A certain amount of stratifying about work at home, it doesn't
is to be expected, especially in law work wonders for family or even
school. Law students, as much as social relationships. My boss was
anyone, feel the need to belong to divorced, and so was his boss. In
an elite group, even if they're fact, with few exceptions, about
already part of a larger one. So the only people in the office who
I guess it's normal enough for a
weren't divorced, separated or
class to keep stratifying. .
,
othecwise upattached VK^re
With job offers tricklmg in this
who had never coupled in the first
time of year, those on the receiving place.
end clearly have a leg up on those
of us still waiting by the mailbox
Success is
— and some are quick to raise it:
more than
"My firm has a summer program
where all the clerks rotate among
a paycheck.
each department." "My firm does
more pro bono work than any
If there's a moral to the story,
other big firm downtown." "My I guess it's that the price of
firm only hired two summer stratification runs high. From our
clerks, and the other one was from vantage point here in law school,
Penn." A certain amount of puf though, all we see are the rewards,
fing is to be expected. After all, and then mostly in dollar signs.
law school itself doesn't do much But, if I may borrow a line from
for the old ego; we might as well my tax teacher, there's a "Gross
crow
when we get
the Net Income" to figure that stu
opportunity.
dents often overlook. Employers
But what's surprising is that shelling out the really big bucks
there even seems to be a hierarchy and schmoozing us with those
of sorts among the lucky ones; sweet fringe benefit packages and
notably those who landed jobs perks aren't just nice guys.
with big-name, higher-paying They're charging clients through
firms, as opposed to those receiv the nose, so you better believe they
ing offers from less-celebrated,* expect us to bill incredible hours
• more modest-paying firms (if you — 60, 70, maybe even 80 a week.
can call weekly summer salaries But don't overlook the non-billable
of $500 to $600 a week modest). hours: the dinners alone, or worse,
I had to laugh when one of my the dinner conversations where
classmates, beset with a "real you're so distracted by "more
i dilemma," finally decided on a
important matters" that you
firm that paid $100 less a week might as well be eating alone.
' than the other firm who'd made From that point, it's only a logical
I her an offer because the firm took next step that, if we're to climb
on more than its share of pro bono the working world's ladder of
cases. Admirable firm; admirable success, we're going to have to cut
student, I thought — until she put ourselves off from anything ap
her "sacrifice" in perspective for proaching a rich personal life for
me. She'd turned down $800 a five to ten years. It's hard to put
week for $700. Somehow I don't a dollar figure on just how much
think that's what Bobby Kennedy that sacrifice is worth, but I can't
meant when he said conscience believe too many firms are making
costs.
offers in that range.
The point is that so many of us
What we consider "success" is
are sustained throughout our expensive in terms of time and
three-year ordeal by one vision: energy and altered behavior. The
the big payoff. We figure we have seemingly high-paying jobs come
it coming, what with the humi with lots of emotional baggage
liation of first-year, the pressures attached that doesn't show up on
of second-year, and the postponed your W-2 form. If you don't believe
gratification of third-year. If it's the law can be a jealous mistress,
normal for investors to expect a just ask any junior associate. You
robust return on their money, it's won't have far to go to find one.
even more normal for law stu A lot of them spend their week
dents. After all, we're putting up ends camped out in our law
more than money. We've got other library. They opted for the big
intangibles at stake: time, emotion payoff, and the single-minded
and ego, to name a few.
devotion which accompanies it.
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A Real Trooper,
Bar None

by Chris Flowers
The time has come when most
3Ls begin to thinit, with some
uneasiness, about the Bar. Capital
'T', capital 'B'. Groups of anxious
students congregate outside of the
cafeteria and in the halls, debating
the pros and cons of various Bar
Review courses. Those who were
never quite weaned from Cliff
Notes find solace in the mere
existence of these exhorbitantly
priced programs. Many of us have
had nightmares about failure. I
often envision myself erring, like
the ghost of Jacob Marley, between
two worlds: that of the unem
ployed law student and that of the
unemployed law school graduate.

course, he neglected to mention
the fact that he'd been Law
Review Editor-in-Chief as well as
clerk to a Circuit Court judge.
Aside from these minor, (some
would say inconsequential) de
tails, our records are amazingly
similar. Seriously though, what
may have been gallantry on his
part was preferable to the fatal
istic comments I've received from
others.
Actually, I do have some faith
in my ability to succeed. For those
who aren't so sure, I have a little
story to tell. It was relayed to me
by a very reliable source, and a
dear one. In the late spring of 1966,
my father had just graduated

THEGAREY
HIGH SOCIAL

must have taken pity on this
pathetic young man because even
tually, another aspiring attorney
got the urge to visit the Men's
Room, heard my father's screams
for help and went for the janitor.
Several moments later, Theodore
W. Flowers (destined to be Theo
dore W. Flowers, Esq.) was a free,
if furious, man. He returned to the
examination'room, put his trou
bles behind him, and got on with
the matters at hand. I am happy
to note that he passed the Bar
with flying colors, and went on

by ... Desperately Seeking to Mike G., the Mexican Killer
Scoops.
Bee.
HEADLINING
THIS
ACADEMIC ANGLE
MONTH...
Sorry Jeff S., we didn't realize
The Fred L. Award for No you were still a IL, or could the
vember goes to Brian C. The student directory possibly have a
story came from our foreign
misprint? Maybe since he did so
correspondent. It seems that well, he wants to show this year's
Brian C. wasn't only shoppingfor IL's how it's done. You're still #1
clothes at the "Chess King" in
with all your 2L friends.
Pittsburgh. Little did he know the
Myfanwy P. (we don't use last
sales girl was not "on special." names!) received a dozen long
The award winning merchandise stem roses. A sure cure for midpick-up line was: "Remember me? semester blues. Who's the FTD
Your long lost brother!" Is this a admirer? (Any of our readers are
game the whole family can play? welcome to do the same — all
Welcome to 1986. Get a real line!!! flowers may be left at the Docket
HALLOWEEN
PARTY Office).
SCENE
We hear the blues have reached
Friday, the 31st. Bettina T., the law review office. There are
Niki R. and Valerie L., had rumors of a mass defection. Pol
fabulous decorations, fit for an itical asylum will be given to all
issue of "Better Haunted Houses defectors at Smokey Joe's. To find
and Graveyards." Our congratu out how the other half (actually,
lations on a job well done. From its more like 90%) lives, contact
that party stems the weekend's the "Happy Hour Embassy."
most raucous behavior. Mike S.
Congratulations to the teams
finally makes our social register. who advanced in Moot Court.
(We don't discriminate against McElwaine/VanBlargen; Ca
race, creed, color, or animals.) rey/Kelly; Kukowski/SulliMike S's. possessed pig costume van; Baskett/Phillips; Berwins the category for most real ton/James; Tweardy/Wall;
istic portrayal. Bobbing for Lessner/Schwartz; Lucas/
whipped cream covered apples Raith; Kelly/Schonzeit;
was a nice touch to this gathering. Gibbs/Humphrey; Kishel/
Tom S. showed real enthusiasm Kita; Lucas/Sambor; Briggs/
for the forbidden fruit.
Logue; McCausland/Pinto;
That very same Friday, Mi Boccella/Ferren; Barber/
chelle C. and Sally A. had the Bellwoar. Good luck to both the
most tasteful party. Our reporters Petitioners and the Respondents.
give four chefs hats. The spread Rumor has it the Petitioners stand
was great! Keep up the great a chance this round. The judges
work; someone has to compensate are required to know that there

litigator
The moral of this story is quite
simple: if you have the will to
succeed, regardless of the obsta
cles, you will succeed. Of course,
this may sound too pat. I suppose
you could also say that the real
moral is never to excuse yourself
during the Bar exam. Neither
conclusion merits discussion at
this time. I would say, however,
that since most of us will success
fully avoid sunpoisoning and false
imprisonment prior to taking the
Bar, the odds are in our favor. I
sincerely believe that the class of
1987 will bring honor to its alma
mater and to its members, not
withstanding the naysayers. Just
to be on the safe side, though, I'd
like to paraphrase another of
Charles Dickens beloved charac
ters: God help us, everyone!

^SverleastniamieT^
threw another blow-out bash.
Most mysterious men were Kevin
M. and Mike N. The two over
sized executioners went masked
for most of the evening, instilling
terror in the female population.
Really great costumes, but next
time guys, leave the masks on.
These roving reporters have also
been asked to find out how it is
possible for 5'2", Kris S. to have
38" long legs. Nice chorus girl
costume! She wins the award for
the most flesh (Oops, we're not
allowed to use the word "flesh"
— how about epidermal expo
sure?) There was no hypothermia
at this party. If party success is
measured by the aggregate inches
of beer on the basement floor, this
Jamie F. bash rates a ten.
Best Halloween Costume goes

noted, it would have defied a blast
of TNT. Now, you may ask, why
did he not slide under the door to
freedom? Quite simple, the cubicle
was designed very much like a
telephone booth, with no open
spaces near the floor or ceiling.
For slightly more than an hour,
while his colleagues were grap
pling with the finer points of
vested remainders and third party
beneficiaries, my father was com
ing to terms with the fact that he
might never practice law. It also
crossed his mind that he might
never again see his wife and
children, nor they him. Nor
anyone him. The door would not
budge. Finally, some kind god

" . . . During the first d a y of the Bar Exam, D a d needed to excuse
himself for a moment. He went to the Men's Room . . . The door to
the cubicle jammed . . . For more than an hour . , . my father was
coming to terms with the idea that he might never practice law."
So, I whisper gravely, it has come
to this. My future (economic and
otherwise) depends upon how well
I can cram three years of infor
mation into my head, only to
regurgitate it at a later date in
July. A sobering thought, indeed.
Interestingly enough, I've re
ceived precious little comfort from
my newly-licensed lawyer friends.
I suspect that the men and women
who were just recently released,
er, graduated from area universi
ties feel the need to vent their
frustrations on those less fortu
nate than themselves. After years
of being battered and demoralized,
they now have the opportunity to
victimize the rest of us. One friend
(Class of 1986) took great pains
to describe the horrors of the Bar
exam to me, recounting each
gruesome detail with glee. She
reminded me of an aunt who,
when asked what childbirth was
really like, gave an explanation
that left me seriously contemplat
ing the convent.
Older lawyers, on the other
hand, are much more compassion
ate. I have no doubt but that they
still remember the terrors of the
Bar, and may even experience
technicolor flashbacks from time
to time. Still, not one of them has
felt the need to use scare tactics
when speaking to me. A very
successful lawyer friend who
emerged unscathed from the or
deal in 1972 assured me that if
he could make it, so could I. Of

from Temple Law School. Know
ing that he would soon be faced
with weeks of study and prepa
ration, he decided to take a brief
vacation at the Jersey Shore with
my mother. Heedless of the laws
of nature and the not-so-gentle
warnings of his wife, this red
headed Irishman dug himself into
the sand, somewhat like a crus
tacean, and proceeded to fall
asleep. When he awoke four hours
later, he was completely baked.
His condition was so serious that
he was confined to his bed for six
weeksi gnd \Yas una
the Bar Review sessions. Notwitl
standing this unfortunate set
back, my very burnt father man
aged to absorb the better part of
three years of law school on his
own. It was with great pride that,
two months to the day after his
accident, he hobbled into the
examination room, rather red but
very well-prepared.
I'd like to say that the story
ended there on a triumphant note,
but alas I cannot. At one point
during the first day of the Bar
Exam, Dad needed to excuse
himself for a moment. He went to
the Men's Room, entered a cubicle,
and, after a time, prepared to exit.
To his great surprise and subse
quent dismay, Dad realized that
this waseasier said than done. For
some unknown reason, the door
to the cubicle had jammed. It
defied my father's efforts at
jiggling the handle. As he later

A VIEW FROM THE INSIDE
by Brad Remick

ASISEEIT
by John Bravacos

on the last two years of the Reagan
Administration. Certainly, it will
be more difficult for the president
to pick the next Supreme Court
Justice should the opportunity
arise. Hopefully, the effects on
foreign policy will be minimal,
although the Democrats are al
ready taking aim at the Strategic
Defensive Initiative ("Star
Wars").
As this is the last issue before
exams, I too must begin those
outlines and other preparations.
Therefore, I will postpone discus
sion of my next topic until the
next issue. Except to say that the
Mr. Spector is also due some column will address the DUTY of
laudits for his victory. Other lawyers to be AWARE of politics
Republicans were not so lucky. in the area in which they practice.
John Bravacos,
The Democrats have taken control
Chester County
of the Senate once again. It is hard
Republican Committee
to say what effect this will have

Congratulations are due to Mr.
Casey, our next governor, on his
victory over Mr. Scranton. I
sincerely hope the state legislature
will be as cooperative with his
goals and projects as they have
been with the Thornburgh admin
istration. Now that the voters
have had their say it is time to
get back to the business of running
the state. If Mr. Casey is. as
effective at dealing with the
problems of the state as he was
in dealing with Mr. Scranton,
there will not be too many
troubles.

Future Interests

imSTlfKevmDi^MikFK!:
and Mark K., argued their case
before The United States Supreme
Court. The case (a case of Meister
Brau) was consumed on the steps
of the court building in Washing
ton, D.C. Should we refrain from
making some rude comment, like
"that's as close as you'll ever get?"
SOCIAL "SEENS"
62nd and Girard seemed to be
a hot-spot on Halloween. Two
anonymous 2L's, disguised as a
Dead-Head and a Punk-Rocker,
were seen ALONE in the BACK
SEAT of a parked car. Need we
spell this scenario out? Come on
folks, couldn't you at least have
made it to "Inspiration Point?"
Who were these masked
companions?
Speaking of inspirational, all
the law school men are inspired
by Mike S's. recent accomplish
ment. We hear he celebrated his
independence at Rosemary P's.
apartment, where he claims to
have shown SEVERAL women
"the 4th of July in October."
Clarification please, are we talk
ing fireworks, flag-raising, or
what? Well, these reporters got
first-hand information that it was
more like the Feast of the Immac
ulate Conception.
Earlier that same night a funloving group of 2Ls engaged in a
lively game of charades at Smokey
Joe's. Jeff H. is to be commended
for his rendition of "The Call of
the Wild." Do you practice it
often, Jeff?
We have clarificiation on a bit
of news from last month's column.
Mind you it's not a retraction, it's
just clarification. It seems that
Joe G. and Lou C. were not
skinny-dippin' all alone. (Fear not
inquiring women). There were
two unidentified females pres
ent. Anyone with informatioin as
to the identity of the two young
girls is asked to be discrete. What
is the statutory age in PA anyway?
Until next semester keep up the
good slip-ups. Remember, when
you least expect it, you're in The
Docket.
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Liberal Thoughts

Meet the Board of Consultors
Pa.

Appeals

Court

Third

Circuit

judges,

The decisions of the board are

is the school's Board of Consul-

senior partners of major law firms

not binding and are only consul-

tors.

One of our schools most impor

include

tant and least known institutions

judges,

2
2

Consultors

throughout the area. Councils to

other members) and it is an honor

came into existence before the law

major corporations such as Mellon

to serve. The 52 members spend

school did. Villanova's then pres

Bank, Sun Oil, Phillip Morris, and

an entire

ident asked some prominent Phi-

G.M., Presidents of

yearly meetings.

ladelphians to advise him on the

Association and the Chicago Bar

The

Board

and

graduate

professional school at

Villanova.

(It

was

cons

of

a

pros

not

of

clear

at

the

time

the PA

Bar

school would be founded.). Since
that initial meeting the Board of

sity

and

helping

to

shape

the

school itself.
According to Dean Garbarino,
the author of the Board's by-laws,
the Board of Consultors is purely
advisory and, unlike a corporate
board of directors, neither has nor
wants any additional powers. The
role of the Board is to advise the
Dean and the University President
on the direction which the school
should

take

in

future

school

policy. The board, which is com

discusses them. The faculty may

from

as

far away as San

Francisco, Chicago, and the Virgin

The decisions of

students

hoard are not

the

school

and

but certain in camera

(about

student

the

as

student

Considering the advisory nature
of the Board they have no author

any decisions such as

ity in

selection of a new dean or teacher
nor do

they have any

power to

decide what tuition would be but

hut they are

(one

honor

tative,

elected to the board by vote of the

is

nored. The board's members are

the

a highly influential group which

admissions, the school's curricu

discussion

the

members of

the board,

prestige

of

the

their re

are

very

influential.

a law school. The

nominated

considering

commendations

seldom ignored.

Board's

of

dinner with the faculty and staff.

only consukative,

be

are chosen

body and address the board every

binding and are

to

15)

organizations

Spring. The meetings end with a

major areas which are covered in
ig

of

representatives

Islands. Many have never missed

are seldom

attend all

from

a meeting. It is considered a great

they

sectors

portions of the meeting and some

a professional outlook to what is

but

The Board hears reports from

neys

posed of legal professionals gives

n ^ e d from

the twice

all

Consultors has been giving advice
to the law school and the univer

workday at

Association and prominent attor

whether a law school or medical

Four years before his election as President of the U.S., then
Sen John F. Kennedy received an honorary degree from
Villanova. Chief Justice of the Supreme Court Earl Warren
(left) also received an honorary degree that day from the Rev.
Henry Greenlee, head of the Augistinian Provincialate.
Kennedy was assasinated 23 years ago tomorrow.

lum, and finance.

TYPIST
WORDPROCESSOR

Experienced Legal Secretary
MRS. STEPHENSON

527-9629

include

Supreme Court Group

A VIEW FROM THE INSIDE
by Brad Remick

Black Acre
On October 10, 1986 the Women's Law Caucus sponsored a trip to Washington D.C.
to see the Supreme Court in action. Among those in attendance were Marilyn Sallenay,
Phill Tannenbaum, Kevin Heffernan, Laurie Carrol, Tenly Phillips, and Marie Gardner.

The Docket
Staff Wishes

''Void Where Prohibited
Continued from page 8

wind. I don't sing all the time, but

Happy Holiday

P.S. Good Luck on Exams

Continued from page 13

when I do, they remember." They

described the different roles each

sure do remember, and they agree

ment

member

that when she doesn't sing, it's

exceed

just not the same.

denied the IRA deduction. That's

plays.

Famiglio

he

is

the

puts

us

back

together

plan

and

whose

incomes

certain

levels

will

be

and

So where do you get a name like

works us out." Soto is the coor

"Void Where Prohibited?" "Don't

everyone to consider contributing

dinator; "he's got the best tech

ask." Actually, did you ever read

as much to their IRAs, 401(K) and

nique and really knows music; he

the fine print on a coupon? The

Keogh plans as they can this year.

breaks the songs down into parts

band

music" (is

Beyond that, the experts still

(especially Treva's songs)."

that a new trend?) mostly at Main

recommend IRAs, even for those

C.C. is also a coordinator, but
he does more of the fine-tuning;
he

has

the

"musician

deeply into it in a quiet

Season

Taking Stock
In 02

to their character as a band. Hall

mediator; "when we all disagree,

Everyone A

99

attitude:
way —

plays

"yuppie

why

the

experts

are

advising

Line bars and parties, so they're

no longer eligible for current tax

thinking

deductions on contributions after

name

about

changing

to something

people

their
will

remember.

1986.

"Keep

in

mind

that

the

biggest benefit of an IRA lies in

'I know what's best, trust me; "

Above all, they have fun. "Of

its tax-deferred earnings growth,"

(watch for him on MTV in a few

course it wouldn't be as much fun

points out Shearson's Calabrese.

years.). Hoagie is

without the people — that's what

"The longer the money accumu

he's a regular stand-up comedian,

makes it

lates tax-deferred, the bigger the

a real kid about things;"he makes

Where Prohibited will be playing

us laugh, but

at Barleycorn's January 8-9. And

the character;

he's very serious

about his music." And Hall: "I just

all worth-while." Void

Market-America's

Blake

sees

not "void

another advantage tostaying with

s i n g ; I ' m t h e ' T & A ' o f t h eg r o u p . "

where prohibited" here, unless of

an IRA: "At best, it's tax-deferred

But,

course you prohibit having a good

investment; at worst, it's forced

time.

savings."

she

doesn't

get

pushed

around: "I'm a bitch, and a lot of

this band is dehnited

benefit."
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Dennis Talks
About DOJ Role
by Sue French

percent of an assistant U.S. At
torney's time. "It may rise to 15
to 20 percent with appeals — the
appellate courts will be swamped.
The impact is going to be very
substantial," Dennis predicted.
He added that this new philosophy
is illustrated by the idea that the
death penalty be instituted in
drug-related cases.
The statute providing for the
forfeiture of drug-related assets is
also changing the way the U.S.
Attorney's office works, Dennis
said. He commented that much
more paperwork is required to
trace assests so that the U.S.
Marshall's office may seize them.
Dennis recalled one instance
where the U.S. Attorney's Office
in the Middle District of Pennsyl
vania and the Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) found $10 million
in cash buried in a pipe in a drug
Sue French photo
smuggler's backyard.
Ed Dennis, U.S. District At
"Drug traffic and its implica
torney for Eastern District of tions goes beyond what goes on
PA.
in the courtroom," Dennis said.
cilman Leland Beloff, and the "It's a problem ... it involves^
Roofer's Union local. Dennis also international relations. Drugs
detailed his experiences as Chief
come from foreign countries.
of the Narcotic and Drug Section International drug smugglers
of the U.S. Justice Department in
have power in foreign countries
Washington, D.C.
beyond the power of the
Dennis said he has 63 attornies politicans."
working in his office, threeLA's an example, said Dennis,
fourths of whom work in criminal citing a recent raid by Thai
prosecution. Dennis listed the officials on drug labs that was met
four major priorities in the crim
by a large army under the control
inal division as narcotics, corrup of drug traffickers. Many police
tion, fraud and major crimes, in
were killed. The problem, said
that order. "We very rarely try Dennis, is foreign governments —
cases involving violence,"
, Dennis .^if they push[drug traffickers] too
stated. "Most cases involve insti- "^Hard they take away a people's
tutional victims or crime in society livelihood. If a raid is in an
as a whole ... public corruption, unstable area, it creates sympathy
labor corruptions."
for insurgents."
Due to the great emphasis on
Much of the Justice Depart
prosecuting narcotics traffickers, ment's evidence gathering is done
Dennis said the philosophy of closely with other government
criminal procedure is changing, agencies, primarily the DEA, FBI
particularly in the area of
and CIA. Priorities are Set not only
sentencing.
by the Department of Justice as
"Now the law calls for determi to what crimes to prosecute, but
nate sentencing for a broad range also by the Attorney General,
of criminal sentencing. A chart is
Dennis said.
given to the judge to sentence
Dennis responded to an inquiry
criminals. Defendents are able to as to how his office is affected by
appeal sentences, whereas before, the exclusionary rule by asserting
that "it has not impaired our
unless the sentence was illegal, it
was not appealable. Now we will ability to make cases." "The
have to litigate sentencing and wholesale impact is not that great.
handle it on appeal," Dennis It is a more symbolic struggle with
explained.
the exclusionary rule, but there
Dennis said that sentencing are those who think the courts
preparation takes up around five have gone too far."
Edward S.G. Dennis, U.S. At
torney for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, spoke at the Villanova School of Law October 29 at
the invitation of the Criminal Law
Society.
Over 75 students listened as
Dennis described his office's role
in federal litigation in general,
and, its role in recent federal
criminal indictments, including
those of Philadelphia City Coun-

Nader Addresses
Public Interest Law
Conference
Over 60 law students represent
ing 30 law schools from across the
country gathered in Washington,
DC for a three day conference on
public interest law. The October
17-19 conference was sponsored
by the National Association for
Public Interest Law (NAPIL), an
association of law school-based
public
interest
funding
organizations.
Many of the conference atten
dees were leaders of income shar
ing programs at their schools.
These programs provide funding
for law students and lawyers
working for public interest groups
and underrepresented segments
of the population. The law student
and alumni members of income
sharing programs contribute a
percentage of their summer or
yearly salary to help persons and
interests that are often excluded
from the courts and legislatures
gain
access
to
legal
representation.

The conference concluded with
an inspirational address by Ralph
Nader. He challenged law students
to act now to remove the injustices
which exist in the law school
classroom, legal curriculum and
legal community. Nader noted,
"Too often law students concen
trate on developing their analyt
ical skills but allow their norma
tive skills to atrophy. Law schools
narrow the brightest minds by
teaching them to play logic games
while
ignoring
rampant
injustice."

Nader encouraged students to
open their eyes by leaving the
library and spending time in
poverty stricken areas or in com
munities with toxic waste dumps
in their back yards. "Take the
anger that you'll feel back with
you into the classroom and start
working to change a legal system
which so grossly misallocates
legal talent," he added.

Faculty
Search
Begins

Supreme Court,
A Real Trip . . .

by John Grisham

The law school's search for the
new faculty member who will
assume the chair vacated by the
death last summer of Professor
Robert A. Barry will soon be well
under way. Acting Dean Gerald
Abraham said last week. In addi
tion, Abraham said that the school
is seeking a visiting professor for
the 1987-88 academic year.
In trying to fill the former
position, according to Abraham,
the school is likely to look for
someone who has taught "in the
commercial or corporations law
area, as did Professor Barry." He
added that the school would
probably lean toward hiring
"someone who was relatively new
to teaching, with perhaps two or
three years of experience."
The Law School maintains a
standing Faculty Recruitment
Committee, chaired by former
Dean J. Willard O'Brien, which
handles much of the selection
process. "The committee is cur
rently in the resume-screening
stage," said Abraham. He also
added that members would con
duct interviews with prospective
candidates at the American Asso
ciation of Law Schools' annual
Faculty Recruitment Conference,
which will be held in Chicago later
this month. Abraham described
the Conference as "a clearing
house for people interested in
teaching law, where they can
meet with recruiters from various
law schools."
The committee will then choose
its top candidates from this pool
and hold on-campus interviews,
probably beginning in January
and extending through February.
Each faculty candidate will also
be interviewed by a student com
mittee composed of leaders of
various student organizations.
The final decision will be
reached, most likely in March, by
a majority vote of the faculty
based on interview and back
ground check results. The recom
mendation of the student commit
tee
will
also
be
given
consideration.
While Dean Abraham said the
selection process for the Visiting
Professor would not be nearly as
extensive as the process for the
new faculty member (the commit
tee is working on making its final
recommendations for a Visiting
Professor now, with the offers to
go out later this semester), he
stressed that the school is looking
for someone who has had substan
tial teaching experience, with a
solid academic reputation.
While he stated that the school
had no preference for an instruc
tor in any particular field, he
indicated that someone with an
interdisciplinary interest "such
as law and economics, or law and
medicine" would be preferred. He
further stated that "the school is
hoping to reinstitute a Visiting
Professors' Program on a regular
basis, with one visitor each year."
The law school's last visiting
professor was John Murphy, who
was hired in that capacity for the
1983-84 academic year and given
a permanent position on the
faculty the following year.

Amy McGovern photo

The Supreme Court Building,
Group photo, see page 4.
by Amelia McGovern
text arrests to permit such

This year, once again the
Women's Law Caucus spon
sored a trip to the Supreme
Court in Washington, D.C. The
students who went experienced
a two hour session of the
country's highest court.
Only 10 students attended
the Nov. 10 trip.
The students watched expe
rienced attorneys argue before
the court, seemingly as nervous
as any of them during moot
c'?«A^^J"stices seemed to
waiVer in and out of paying
attention, bouncing their high
backed leather chairs back and
forth.
The first case which was
argued before the court in the
afternoon session involved a
defendant arrested for driving
under the influence. The se
cond officer called to remove
the defendants car found a
back pack in the back seat of
the car. He opened in succes
sion the back pack, a nylon
zippered case within the pack,
and three metal cannisters
inside the case. In the cannis
ters cash and contra band was
found.
Defendant claims that this
was illegal and unwarranted;to
search and to permit use of
evidence would encourage pre

searches.
Police claim that search was
allowed as necessary to (1)
protect police against claims of
loss during safekeeping and (2)
to protect against storage of
dangerous substances within
the police storage area.
Colorado Supreme Court —
had held search to be illegal.
The second case, involved a
1982 ICC approved merger of
three Southwestern railroads
with provisions ,that imple-,
mentation should protect exist
ing collective bargaining agree
ments. According to Union,
past procedures of ICC estab
lished that such approval re
ferred only to financial aspects
of merger and that operating
arrangements are then nego
tiated with the affected un
ion's. However, the railroad
took the "position that the
merger approval included right
of railroad to assign jobs at
their discretion, and since
union did not participate in
hearing or appeal merger deci
sion within the required 60 day
interval the railroad claims
that the unions are not entitled
to negotiate labor crew assign
ments since that issue was
resolved by ICC decision.
The Court of Appeals held
for the union.

Memorial Mass to Be Held for Student
Richard Maxwell Smolens,
Esquire, born on November 30,
1950, of Drexel Hill, Pennsyl
vania, died on November 23,
1985. He was the husband of
Carol Ciavarra Smolens.
Born in Philadelphia, Pen
nsylvania, Mr. Smolens was
the son of Bernard J. Smolens,
Esquire, and Dorothy H.
Smolens.
He was a 1979 graduate of
University of Pittsburgh, re
ceiving a Bachelor of Arts
degree. He received a Juris
Doctor degree from the law
firm of Rutter, Turner and
^ Stein in Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania, where his practice con
sisted primarily of personal
injury litigation.
He served in the U.S. Army
and was a veteran of the Viet
nam War.
Besides his wife and parents,
Mr. Smolens is survived by two
sisters, Barbara Go(JWih and
Mary Elizabeth Luce, Esquire;
and two brothers, Michael

Smolens, M.D., and David
Smolens.
A memorial mass will be held
at Villanova University Chapel
on November 23,1986 at 4 p.m.

Richard Smolens
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^INTERVIEW
Frankino Talks About his Philosophies
(Continued from page 1)

of person is running the admin
istration by tiie way in which the
administration responds to you.
The administration is going to
respond to you as the dean directs
the administration. So I think
that's a very difficult question to
answer.
What difference is it going to
make? I've been in the business
too long to tell you that it will

law, and there is a value system
that comes through Judaic and
Christian particularly humanistic
approaches where you can trans
late values — in a very pragmatic
world.
It is a value about the worth
of a person as opposed to theemphasis on institution — a focus
on the individual as an object of
concern for the law rather than
the state as an object of concern.

Frankino on hiring new faculty: "/ certainly
would not expect my views to have any greater
weight than any other member of the faculty."
make a lot of difference. I've also
been in the business too long to
tell that it doesn't make any
difference. It will make a differ
ence that the difference will be
more perceptible year from now
or three months from now.
When you graduate it will be
even more perceptible and ten
years from now as an alumni that
impact is going to be very, very
evident to you because one of the
major functions of the dean is that
point of contact between school
and its various publics and the
school and its constituencies like
between the school and the uni
versity and between the school
and the accrediting agency, be
tween the school and the bar,
between the school and the alum
ni, etc.
I would say one of the major
roles of a dean is in that sense
where the students are the bene
ficiary — that the benefit doesn't
come — as it were from the hands
of the dean to the students but
through the number of alumni
who participate as judges in moot
court.
The number of alumni who are
willing to go the extra mile with
their law firm to make sure that
Villanova students are not only
interviewed but are given a leg up
in the process to all of those very
important services which the
students are receiving that come
from the institution's relation- ^
ship. So, I don't know if I've really
answered the question you asked
but...
D. I think so. What is the role
of Catholicism in a Catholic law
school?
F. Obviously, the role is going
to be what the institution- deter
mines it to be. That is an insti
tutional judgment. What I mean
by that is the degree to which a
professional school reflects its
sponsoring organization will in
large part be determined by the
nature of the administration or
the faculty — convinces
among those people to the nature
of the institution. Therefore, if
you wanted to describe a Catholic
law school, I don't think you
could. Because I don't think there
is a paradox. There are lots of
different kinds of law schools that
are associated with Catholic spon
sored institutions. Some clearly
reflect a strong denominational
perspective — some are clearly —
the denominational perspective
has been subsumed and its not
immediately identifiable. So the
next question, what do I think a
law school associated with a
Catholic institution should be —
and I think basically, my answer
to that question is that what —
you could start with what the
nature of the contribution that the
Judeo-Catholic tradition brings to

You can translate all of that
tradition into a way of approach
ing law and in that sense, an
institution associated with a
Catholic university should cer
tainly reflect those values.
But on the other hand, there is
— if the question as asked from
a perspective that what impact
did that have on other perspec
tives, does that exclude other
perspectives, and actually it would
be a significant violation of the
Judeo-Christian tradition if other
perspectives were excluded be
cause at least theoretically — on
the intellectual realm, the purpose
for our existence as an institution
of higher learning is to explore
truth and truth does not have a
denominational perspective. So
you have to approach truth from
all perspectives and in order to
achieve a truly value-oriented
institution, you have to have all
values represented so that they
can compete with one another.
Pluralism is a very significant and
maybe cardinal value to any
institution like a Catholic
institution.
I can answer that question a
third way. And probably the most
important way. Secular institu
tions that are associated with the
state and secular institutions that
are free-standing have a real
limitation on their freedom be
cause they have at least in the
modern intellectual history — felt
it necessary to become sanitized
so that rich traditional perspective
that arises out of religious concern
is excluded so that they are not
complete intellectual entities.
They are partial and the very
process of secularizing and san
itizing has to marked degree
restricted academic freedom with
in those institutions because they
are not a forum for the vigorous
playing out of every perspective
because there are some perspec
tives that they have to be very
careful about because they might
be accused of favoring religion. So
I guess the bottom line is the need
for an institution associated with
the church is that we have to
preserve in our society that mar
ketplace of ideas and that forum
which our society is allowing
?????? because the fact that process
of secularization has stunted any
reference to a religious tradition.
The bottom line is vigorous plu
ralism not excluding any perspec
tive and yet a deep respect for the
Judeo-Christian perspective which
after all is what the generating
idea for the private church-related
education. How's that for getting
a sermon.
D. What is the role of the
school newspaper and what was
the newspaper like at Catholic

their viewpoints expressed —
they should be expressing it to the
faculty members and particularly
those members of the faculty who
are the chairman and members of
the faculty recruiting committee.
D. You said you were a senior
partner in a law firm. Was that
in Washington?
F. I lived in Omaha. And my
— the law firm that I was with
— had offices in Omaha and
Denver, Colorado and Seattle,
D. We have a gap in our faculty Washington, Minneapolis, New
right now through a loss of a York, Washington, D.C., Atlanta,
faculty member this past summer. Georgia. It was a national law
In looking to fill this gap will the firm. The place where it started
emphasis be on finding a scholar was Omaha.
D. Did you live there?
or a practitioner?
F. My home was in Omaha and
F. I'm going to answer this in my primary office was in Omaha,
a very strange way. That is not but I spent an enormous amount
a decision that is made by the of time in all the other offices, so
dean. That's a decision that is I kind of commuted ... particular
made by the faculty. The faculty ly the Washington, Atlanta offices
are charged with the primary were under my immediate
supervision.
D. What is the perception of
Villanova in Washington? Villan
ova Law School, that is.
F. A quality, private, regional
law school.
D. To the point. How about our
students here who are looking to
work in Washington. Will your
connections there help us?
F. I have every faith that I
haven't blown it so badly in
Washington that it will hurt. I
prtainly know the law firms in
Washington and know lots of
jwsople in^ the firms,,^
obviously whatever influence
have, which might be avsolutely
minimal, would be available to
help the students.
D. Where will you live here in
the University area? Have you
moved to the area?
F. We are presently renting a
home in Rosemont, because my
family is already here. They have
been here since September.
D. Does your wife work?
F. She graduated from law
school last May. She received
word the day before yesterday
that she pass^ the Pennsylvania
Bar and she's a clerk for Chief
Judge Cirilloof the Superior Court
of Pennsylvania, and this is the
first law school I've been at for
a while where I haven't been
living with a student. She gave
me a great line when I welcomed
the new students when she start
ed law school. She did not go to
the law school that I would be in
but another law school, and so I
introduced her to the students. I
gave the welcoming address to the
new class and I introduced my
wife, then I told them that my
profession requires the duty of
candor and therefore I must be
one of the things that student responsibility for the educational candid with you. I felt it important
newspapers do that is extremely program. The selection of col to introduce my wife to you who
valuable is — and they probably leagues on the faculty is appropri is a first year law student and I
thought you should know that
do not know that they do it — is ately a peer review and peer
your
dean is sleeping with a first
selection.
that they are one of the surest
When it comes to those kinds year student.
means of communicating with
D. I wonder if that made the
administrators. Deans read news of issues, the dean is really dealing
papers. Make that Administrators as one of a collegial group and in headlines?
F. I can't say that anymore. My
read newspapers because it really my lifetime no one has ever
is a forum in which they can — accused me of being reluctant to wife has passed the Pennsylvania
they get at least a perspective on make my views known. And I will Bar and she's very happy.
D. Was she working when she
what's happening inside the insti be more than happy to make my
was doing that?
tution — and that's a great ser views known most of the time if
F. No. We have three children
vice. And even if it is a pill, it its invited but some of the time,
that took up her time. The reason
might not be sweet — at least its even if it isn't.
But I certainly would not expect that my family came up here is
a service — that there's that
avenue fo communication so that my views to have any greater that my son started high school,
if there are problems particularly weight than any other member of my youngest, and so we wanted
acting as an administrator there the faculty. That really is a him to have his whole four years
are a number of filters between collegial government. This is of high school. I'm living in
an administrator and what's what determines ... If the stu McLean, Virginia and commuting
going on — in relation to the dents want to influence that back and forth.
I'll be very happy to be here
everyday life of the law school. decision they want to have a —
Say, the problem in office A — the at least have their perspective and come January.

University?
F. The student newspaper at
Catholic is a delight from my
perspective for it is a forum in
which the students are writing
ideas to one another. It views itself
primarily as a place where demo
crats are fighting republicans and
people who are in favor of SDI are
screaming at people who are antiSDI. It isn't — it doesn't focus —
I think as much as what I would
be used to as an undergraduate
student in the paper on the events
or the particular concerns of the
law school itself — or the insti
tution itself. That's a part of it.
Sure, I guess two-thirds of Cath
olic student newspapers are opeds. That's the way I see it — I
guess from a journalistic perspec
tive I would describe it anywhere
from a half to two-thirds would
be op-eds in any given edition. And
then there is the expected repres
entation of student views. I think

dean may be the last one to know
about it and therefore the dean
will not be able to do anything
about it. So what the newspaper
is is a conduit for immediate
communication. I also think it
should be a forum for the students
to communicate with one another
and to bounce around ideas and
maybe have some fun. I always
liked student newspapers. They
leave me smiling.

/
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AT THE MOVIES

by Caroline Reeves

''The
Nutcracker"
The Nutcracker has been warm
ing the hearts of children and
adults alike for many holiday
seasons. For the first timeever the
Nutcracker has been made into a
movie. The film is directed by
Carroll Ballard ("The Black Stal
lion," "Never Cry Wolf"), designed

by award-winning illustrator
Maurice Sendak, choreographed
by Kent Stowell and starring the
Pacific Northwest Ballet. Music is
by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky,
performed by the London Sym
phony Orchestra, and conducted
by Sir Charles Mackerras. The
end product is an explosive cele
bration of astounding talent and
beauty.
What makes the movie so spe
cial is the fact that Ballard was
working against such great odds
in attempting to bring a produc
tion, so firmly rooted on the stage,
into film. Through the use of
innovative camera angles and
swift-panning shots Ballard is
able to far surpass the visual
obstacles with which he was
confronted. Even if one is not an
avid fan of ballet, it would be
impossible not to appreciate the
magnificent scene designs and
illustrious costumes in union
with the music of the London
Symphony Orchestra.
The film begins with the
younger Clara (Vanessa Sharp)
lying in bed with a host of dreams
the night before the family's
Christmas party. Through Clara's
wide eyes, it is not difficult to
remember those restless nights
we all spent as children in antic
ipation of Christmas celebrations.
Much of Clara's excitement in
volves the anticipated arrival of
her gift-bearing godfather, Herr
Drosselmeier (Hugh Bigney).
In the next scene the Christmas
party is an ornate celebration of
old-time elegance from many
seasons past. The stage design,
costumes and choreography
merge to create a festive energy
which soars to every corner of the
screen. There is a sort of perfectly
controlled chaos which eminates
from all angles. At this time Herr
Drosselmeier presents his gift of
the nutcracker to Clara.
As Clara's imagination takes
over, the nutcracker comes to life
and we enter into an even more
magical world where the forces of

good and evil battle to conquer
each other. The dream Clara
(Patricia Barker) dances magnif
icently with her Nutcracker (Jacob
Rice), making the performances
appear as effortless as breathing.
There are battles between mice
and men. A woman peacock is
brought into the scene in a cage
(Maia Rosal) and released to
unveil a dance of seductive pain.
There are dances of moors, flow
ers and snowflakes which are
performed in a style so unique
that their vibrance is not compar-

able to a stage performance. This
is greatly due to the efforts which
have been made to employ rich
cinematographic techniques and
myriad camera angles in order to
give the viewer full benefit of the
dances.
The Nutcracker is a synthesis
of astounding talent which will
carry on the tradition of warming
the hearts of both young and old.

Newman and
Cruise in
''The Color
of Money"
The Color of Money, a Martin
Scorcese Film, instantly whirls its
viewer into pool halls from the
backroad bars of Illinois to the
illustrious casinos in Atlantic
City. It is a world of powerful
breaks, sharp concentration,
smooth blue chalk and eightball.
Scorcese's choice of setting is
effective to the point of being
almost hypnotic in that he does
not attempt to glamorize that
which is a slice of middle american
life. Pool balls are racked, shots
are taken, cigarettes are dragged
on, bourbon is swigged while
money passes hands and we, the
viewer, become a part of this
world.
"Fast Eddie" (Paul Newman) is
an aging ex-pool shark who has
abandoned the stripes and solids
to peddle prime quality bourbon.
Vinnie (Tom Cruise) is a young
pool shark with two passions in
life: pool and Carmen (Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonio). When
Eddie catches sight of Vinnie in
an Illinois bar, magic occurs.
Eddie is taken back to his youthful
days as champ of the pool halls
while Vinnie is motivated to
achieve the same prestige.

JAG: An Often
Overlooked Job

After two encounters in the bar,
by Rob Erickson
Given the many overseas postings
one dinner and a couple of bets,
It is an easy matter to develop possible, however, a JAGC attor
Eddie, Vinnie and Carmen decide tunnel vision while looking for ney is likely to get exposure to
to hit the road in hopes of making "The Job," All too often, we focus international law.
big winnings hustling Vinnie's on employment with law firms, or
Benefits are similar from one
talent. It is not difficult to become as judicial clerks, while overlook service to the next. Compensation
engrossed with the high-powered ing a myriad of opportunities is in the low- to mid-$20,000 range,
enthusiasm of the trio during the elsewhere. One such alternative with medical and dental benefits
first leg of their journey. Eddie is is the Judge Advocate General and four weeks of paid vacation
charged up to be back in the pool Corps (JAGC) of the various each year as well. There are
scene winning money again, Vin branches of the armed service.
opportunities for further educa
nie is charged up by the prospect
Litigation is the name of the tion, both through short courses
of becoming number one and game for most JAGC officers. One in various areas of legal and
Carmen is charged up by Eddie of the principal responsibilities of
military specialization and
and Vinnie.
the military attorney is serving as through full LL.M programs at
prosecutor or defense counsel on accredited law schools. Selection
courts-martial, and, according to for these latter programs is com
several former JAGC officers now petitive and does increase the
in private practice, there can be service obligation.
quite a case load. Most of this
litigation work involves criminal
On the down side, there is this
cases, tried under the Uniform service obligation — three years
Code o"f Military Justice. Because for the Army, four years for the
military law provides for defend Air Force, the Marine Corps, and
ant's right to outside counsel, if
the Navy. There are many moves,
desired, a young JAGC officer as the services shift personnel
might find him — or herself
between duty stations frequently.
working with, or arguing against, For some, there are philosophical
older, more experienced advo difficulties associated with joining
cates. Rarely will a new associate the armed services. For others,
receive such opportunities to there are the physical require
manage cases at trial in private ments to be passed. JAGC attor
practice.
neys are also commissioned offic
Legal assistance is another area ers in that branch of service and
of primary concern, as the JAGC are expected to meet all requireofficer is expected to provide a full mertts of physical and mental
range of legal services to military fitness. If you opt for the Marine
personnel and their families. Corps, you have the added "thrill"
Advice on estate planning, taxes, of attending The Basic School at
domestic issues, consumer affairs, Quantico, Virginia, in keeping
pensions, and personal injury are with the Corps' basic philosophy
regularly sought, as the JAGC that evei^ Marine is an mianlrvB«!%ttorhey is usually theonly source man first. Ffna/iyf the 'i)ig moThe relationships between Ed of legal counselling available to ney" is not there. It was pointed
die, Vinnie and Carmen are intrig servicemen. During the career of out by two former JAGC officers
uing for there is a communal the average JAGC officer, many that the extensive litigation expe
harmony which is constantly on household goods claims (arising rience looked good during their job
hunt at the end of their tours of
the verge of being thrown off from the loss or destruction of
personal
property
during
autho
duty.
balance. Eddie sees himself in
The Judge Advocate General
Vinnie and wants to coach him to rized moves between posts) will
be
handled.
Corps
offers some unique rewards
become great but at the same time
Most of the brochures distrib and opportunities and is an alter
he can't help becoming caught up
in a personal struggle to recapture uted by the services are quick to native worth considering during
the glory of his youth. At the same play up opportunities in interna your job search. Several of the
time Vinnie struggles to under tional law, contracts, real proper services also offer summer em
stand whether Eddie is a friend ty, admiralty, and the like, but as ployment, with no service obliga
or merely a pathetic hustler trying in civilian practice, the plums tion. Information is available in
to steal his girl. In the midst of tend to go to the senior attorneys the Placement Office for these and
Eddie and Vinnie's struggles. (read: higher ranking officers). other alternative programs.
Carmen is also struggling to
Y E K
U T C
G 0 U R D S I
abandon her hard-hearted cyni
H
cism and to believe in a more
P M D
L R H
Q S T N T W L
F
benevolent future.
T
B R M
I E D
E S R
S
The energy which surges from
D
C V F
W A G
I
V
W
I
the interaction of these three
H F I
A
H 0 L
E
E P R
characters is what forms the real
S E W
E
S I T
M N S
strength and backbone of the film.
E
For this reason the film is at its
R
N H T
E A D
Y 0 M
T
best for the first two-thirds when
B
0 Z 0
T E N
L A I
P
it focuses exclusively on the
N B
P
E W
V
G
I
0
R
common aspirations of the trio.
R W
T H E
N
T
H D G
Newman's portrayal of the sage
0
0 0 T
A
hustler is perfectly accented by
L
A U L
Cruise's portrayal of the ram
C
G E D
F V I
T
T
<!
bunctious young buck and Mas
T
1 A N
B T P N 0
E
H-'•
trantonio as the cynical beauty.
E D P
T
H
E S U
E
It is Newman's expertise and
3
U
R M E W H
M U V
S
precision as an actor which works
S
in combination with this fresh
0 P E
L
A U 0 S P
talent to create a skilled perfor
K
N K S
J K P N K M L
mance on the whole.
E
B M 0
G R T 0 I U A
T
E
L
R 0 H C N P F
P
Unfortunately the film loses
much of its zest in the last third
Try to find the following words
when the focus switches from the
trio to Eddie's own personal
1.
TURKEY
HLGRAMS
CD
13.
struggle to recapture his youthful
2.
PUMPKIN
PIE
14.
INDIANS
glory fn the pool hall. The major
STUFFING
FEAST
3.
15.
flaw with this switch in focus is
4.
that this is not a movie about
MASHED POTATOES 16.
PHEASANT
Eddie. It is a movie about Eddie,
CORN
5.
FOOTBALL
17.
Vinnie and Carmen. When the
6.
SWEEP POTATOES 18.
CORN BREAD
action abruptly jerks into Eddie's
HARVEST
7.
FAMILY
19.
intraspection, we are left wond
8.
SQUASH
20-.
MUSKET
ering what happened to Vinnie
SNOWFALL
and Carmen. For this reason, the
9.
21.
GOURDS
viewer leaves the theater not with
10.
IHANKS
22.
BEETS
a feeling of curiosity but instead
11.
PLYMOUTH
GIVING
23.
with a feeling of general malaise
12.
FALL
24.
HORN
OF PLENTY
and dissatisfaction.

cr

H
irr"

a> P

aorq
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REAL
VLS Students Are
"Void Where Prohibited"
by Kristine Y. Schmidt

"Seeing people dancing, hands
in the air, with big smiles on their
faces, all because of what you're
doing, is one of the best feelings
in the world." Yes, there is life
outside of law school, as three of
our "rocking" third years have
proven. The group is "Void Where

replaced by Cara McMenamin
early last year. McMenamin was
followed by a brief appearance by
the author. Then one afternoon at
Popcorn's, Famiglio was dancing
with Treva Hall who started
singing in his ear — that was the
voice they were looking for! Hall's
first audition with the guys was

their repertoire is virtually
unlimited.
Speaking of practice, most peo
ple probably don't realize the
number of hours that goes into a
performance: rehearsal time
(about three times a week — more
if they're performing), packing
and moving equipment (according
to Hall, that part's the pits),
setting up and sound checks.
"Sure it's work," said Soto, "but
when you're playing and people
are enjoying it, it's all worth it."
So with all that practice, how
do you find time to study? Soto:
"1 don't." Hall: "You're forced to
schedule your time more, because
your times becomes very impor
tant." Famiglio: "If it wasn't for
Frank Murphy, I wouldn't be
here. I'm here to be just like
Frank, and maybe someday (if I
can find out what kind of hair gel
he uses), I will be."
What really makes this band
click? The people. Each one of
them has different musical tastes
and talents. That diversity adds

Treva Hall — VLS' own Gladys Knight

Continued on page 4

"Void Where Prohibited" in concert
Prohibited" (no, they're not really a month later. "I was so nervous
void — that's the name of the I had to turn my back. The only
band) and the members include time Fd ever sung before was one
Jamie Famiglio, Andrew Soto and time in church." She blew them
Treva Hall (VLS 3L's) along with away, and they haven't stopped
Chris Cimino (C.C.) and John throwing songs at her since. As
Wing (Hoagie).
Famiglio said, "You're only as
This rock and roll venture good as your lead vocalist, and
began one summer night in 1985. Treva's the best there is."
Famiglio was having a party and , If you're wondering what kind
he and his friends'C .C. and Hoagie "of rriusic they play — they play
needed a bass player, so they dance songs, songs you want to
called Andrew. The band learned hear when you're partying and
five songs, played three days later, drinking beer, a mix of current
and the rest is history. Well, when hits and classic oldies as well as
you get that much talent together, a smattering of original tunes.
once would hardly be enough. That "Void Where Prohibited"
They started practicing together beat makes it some great dance
and began to develop into a music. When a new song comes
"band," rather than merely four out, Soto or C.C. will have it
individually talented musicians.
figured out within a few hours
The next step was to add a and bring it to the next practice
female singer. The band started where they all try it out and vote
with Jamie's cousin Vail; who was on whether to include it. By now.

Andrew Soto rocks Barleycorn's

'^Deadly Perceptions

What He Writes
Is A Mystery!
by Scott Fegley

make it big with one good book.
However, finding an agent or a
publisher as a first-time writer is
more difficult than aceing a law
school exam. Even should one be
successful in this monumental
task, there is no guarantee your
book will cater to the whims of
the book-buying public. Dobbyn
may have an edge since he has
already been published in na
tionally recognized magazines.

worth writing about," he says.
An author writes from his or
her own experience. His writing
directly or indirectly reflects
aspects of his life. "I have never
committed a murder or robbed a
bank!" says Dobbyn, but he does
draw heavily on his legal expe
rience to fashion the plots of his
stories. A criminal lawyer must
have an understanding of the
criminal mind. Dobbyn also
teaches criminal law and wrote
1 - * : | last year's criminal law problem
for the Reimel Moot Court
Competition.
Dobbyn's published stories en
title him to membership in the
Mystery Writers of America, a
group of mystery writing sleuths
who have had their works pub
lished. All major American mys
tery writers are members includ
ing Greg MacDonald, author of
the "Fletch" series. The group
meets monthly in New York to
Mike Shayne's Mystery Mag
swap ideas and receive pointers
azine bought the story, and for'
from major authors on effective
Professor Dobbyn, creative writ
mystery writing techniques.
ing took on an entirely new
Dobbyn is as diversified in law
meaning.
as he is in writing. Originally a
Caroline Reeves photo
"Once you've written some
criminal lawyer, Dobbyn took up
Prof. John Dobbyn
thing and seen it in print, it's like
te^hing Corporation Law because
a door closing behind you. There's
Dobbyn's newest sleuth is a the law school needed a corpora
no going back. You're hooked!" Congressman on a select Congres tions professor. He instructed
Dobbyn says enthusaistically. He sional committee investigating a Insurance Law at Villanova be
has published nine articles in environmental public interest cause of a similar need, and he
various national magazines since project. Every time something authored a Nutshell on the sub
his modest beginning, including goes wrong with the project, the ject. "I love to teach." Dobbyn
EHery Queen and Espionage people responsible mysterously said. "It really doesn't matter
magazines. Four of the stories disappear. The Congressman's what the subject is."
have been based upon the exploits investigation leads him down a
Teaching law leaves Dobbyn
of the blind detective in "Deadly trail of mystery and murder. The enough time to spend with his
Perceptions," Henry Hart, named novel is approximately half- family, horses, and his writing.
after Dobbyn's favorite law school finished, and Dobbyn has begun He, like any serious writer,
professor. .
sending inquiries to publishers.
dreams of a favorable review in
Dobbyn prefers the short story
When asked whether he has the New York-Times. The
form to the novel, but he is written mysteries involving some mystery genre is certainly a
currently working on his first thing other than murder, Dobbyn
popular one in which to accom
mystery novel anyway. He says replied "no." He has written spy plish his objective. It is quite
the magazine market, a short stories, and stories in which other possible that the students who are
story writer's primary place to crimes are involved, but every reading his Nutshells today may
publish, is drying up. The novel story he has written somehow see his novels along-side those of
offers the most opportunities for involves "the Big One, The Grand Robert Ludlum, Tom Clancy, and
aspiring writers.
Dame of crime ... Murder. No John Le Carre in the not-to-distant
Novels offer the opportunity to thing short of murder seems to be future.
The students in Professor John
Dobbyn's Corporations class may
not be aware of it, but their
professor is also a secret sleuth,
spinning mysteries in his mind for
fun and profit, not always knowning himself "whodunnit!"
Dobbyn began his clandestine
career about eight years ago when
he signed up for an evening class
in creative writing. He took the
class, he says, "solely to accom
pany his wife," never intending
to actively pursue writing outside
of the law. He was given an
assignment in which he was
instructed to write a story in five
paragrahps employing all five
sensory perceptions. Dobbyn's
story, "Deadly Perceptions," con
cerned a blind detective who used
his other four senses to deduce the
killer. The instructor was im
pressed enough with the story to
recommend it for publication.

mm
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PEOPLE
New Babies Rearrange
Facuity Orientations
by Donna Grayavskie

The Villanova Law School Facuhy is proud to announce several
new additions. Several faculty
members have recently enhanced
their families with new children,
two as recent as the first week
of school.
One section of nervous but
anxious first year students, antic
ipating their very first law school
class, came to Villanova only to
find their first class canceled.
Professor Joseph Dellapenna was
off at the hospital anxiously
awaiting the birth of his daughter.
Elizabeth Gu Dellapenna was
born on August 25, at 10:20. Gu
is his wife's family name.
Elizabeth was born with a
condition known as Apnea, in
which infants stop breathing in
their sleep. She is attached to a

respiratory monitor, and takes
heavy doses of pure caffeine to
stimulate her autonomic nervous
system. Elizabeth's doctors expect
her to be off the monitor and the
caffeine by her six-month birth
day. Meanwhile, all that caffeine
keeps Elizabeth, and her parents,
hopping.
With the birth of his daughter,
Dellapenna finds he has less time
to get work done. Some things
have been put aside. He does
spend less time at the office, but
in order to get some writing done
(he is currently editing a manus
cript) he finds he must come to
his office 10 or 11 o'clock at night
and work for a few hours into the
early morning.
Still, Dellapenna finds being a
father "exhilarating." "There is
a certain warmth in having a

Danny Brogan

child." He is looking forward to
watching Elizabeth grow up.
"Children make adults rediscover
how amazing the world really is."
Speaking of amazing. Professor
Dellapenna finds it amazing "that
both contracts teachers have had
babies within the first week of
school without being pregnant!"
Professor Ellen Wertheimer
feels "wonderful" about the new
addition to her family, Chris
topher Max Rahdert. Christopher
was born on July 21. Wertheimer
and her husband were notified
and had 18 days to prepare for his
adoption. On August 29, he was
finally theirs.
"Christopher looks just like my
husband," Wertheimer explains.
"We're both ecstatic to have him!"
Even her'dogs seem to love Chrisotpher. One sleeps by Chris
topher's bed at night.
How has Christopher affected
her schedule? Wertheimer is in
school less. She and her husband
share child-related activities, so
when she's at school her husband
is at home with Christopher. She
does find that she's tired, but it's
a "nice tired." "It's so great to
have him! I'm a much happier
person!"
Professor Doris Brogan returns
this semester after the birth of her
son. Danny was born on December
30, of last year. Professor Brogan
was glad to have last semester and
into the summer to spend with
Danny, but she was anxious toget
back to teaching. She does misst
Danny during the day and thinks
about him a lot.
Brogan finds that she is "more
efficient during the day" and is
"less willing to fritter timeaway."
She thinks it most important to
be able to be with Danny in the
morning and at the end of the day.
She makes sure to allow time to
have breakfast and dinner with
him.
Brogan describes Danny as a
"really happy and contented
baby." He loves people and will
go to almost anyone. On Satur
day's, she likes to let him crawl
around in the room where she is.
Even if he messes things up a bit,
she just loves to have him with
her.
Congratulations to all of you.
Good luck and much happiness in
the future.

Above: Professor and Mrs. Dellapenna with Elizabeth. Below:
Christopher Max Rahdert.

Lawyer, Teacher, Actor, . .

Gannon Fills the Role
by Susan Jacobucci

A is a resident of Pennsylvania
and B is a resident of New York.
B is an employee of the C corpo
ration which is incorporated in
Delaware but is licensed to operate
in New Jersey. C's only place of
business is in Hoboken. A has an
automobile accident with B in
Secaucus while B is driving C's
truck. In which court can A sue
B? Can B join C in the suit and
in which court is this possible?
And how man; .ngels can dance
on the head of a pin?
Hypotheticals such iS these are
all to familiar to Professor Can
non's Civil Procedure students.
Besides teaching ILs the intracacies of the Federal Rules and
jurisdiction, Cannon teaches La
bor Law to the 2Ls and 3Ls.
But don't think that Cannon is
all work and no"play." In addition
to his legal diversions, he is a
thespian. Cannon has been a
member of the Plays and Players

Theater Group for the past seven
teen years. Plays and Players
purports to be the oldest non
professional threater group in
continuous operation.
Although he reports that he is
"more the character actor than
the leading man type," his roles
have been varied in the past years.
Mostly playing comedies, his
latest role was as a psychiatrist
in the farce, "What the Butler'
Saw." This play concluded its run
in October, but Cannon reports
that the house was good and_he
saw several students in atten
dance. One wonders if he studied
for his psychiatrist role with his
hands-on experience in the
classroom.
The next Plays and Players
production is a mystery, "The
Unexpected Guest." It will begin
its run on January 8, 1987. Al
though Cannon does not have a
role in this production, all stu
dents are welcome to attend.

Professor John Cannon (second from right) in one of his many stage triumphs.
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THE FACE PUCE
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Bachelorette
One!

Number
Sue French photo

The Student Counsel

Amy McGovern photo

Feelin' Smurfy!
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Caroline Reeves photo

rTot. Lurie explains the process of patenting cheese-making orocess^Q at
the Faculty-Student Wine & Cheese.

Caroline Reeves photo

The faculty-student wine and cheese was held November 7;
about 75 people attended.

Sue French photo

"Hey Frank, Can you spare a dime for
a cup of coffee?"

Sue French photo

'Beam Me Up, Scotty"
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PUBLIC OPINION
Who would you like as a graduation speaker?

Myfanwy Phillips, 2L: "Art
Buchwald"

Marie Sambor, 2L: "I don't
know who I want but I don't
want an attorney."

-*->/ •-'i

Felice McElwaine, 2L: "Arch
bishop Raymond Humthavsen, from Seattle or a
head of a major T.V. Station"

Kim Mills, 3L: "Pee Wee
Herman"

Jill Innamaroto, 2L: "Millicent
Fen wick"

•

•V-/.

Peg Horn, 2L: "Judge Wapner
or Esther Sylvester"

..

Photos by
Caroline Reeves
The Czar: "Pete Roselle — speaking on how to take a urine sample.'

Make a New Year's Resolution, . .
T o Join The Docket Staff
• -'ft.

The Docket needs writers, photographers, typists,
proofreaders, etc. to fill out its 1987 staff.
If you're interested drop a note in
the Docket mailbox or see Sue French or Jeanne Rapley

> / -
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=TAX RE-FORM

The Tax Reform Act of 1986:

by James Edward Maule

"Fairness, simplicity, and
growth": Those three buzzwords
have been trumpeted for the past
two years as the justification for
changing the federal income tax
system. The original Treasury
proposal in fact included those
words in its title. Now that the
nation has been presented with
the Tax Reform Act of 1986, there
is an opportunity to examine what
it does and to determine if it
achieves any of the three famous
goals of the process that led to its
enactgment.

of taxable income is imposed on
taxable income that exceeds cer
tain "upper middle income" levels.
The 5% tax (creating a 33%
bracket) is imposed to offset the
15% rate that those taxpayers
enjoyed with respect to their
income in the 15% bracket, and
then is imposed to deny taxpayers
in the next highest income levels
the benefit of their personal
exemptions. Second, because
whether there are 2 or 22 brackets,
most taxpayers find tax liability
in a table (and do not do a mul
tiplication for each bracket), and

Prof. James Maule
There are two ways in which
to approach the 1986 Act. One is
to consider it as a unit, and to
determine if it achieves any of the
three goals. The other is to look
at specific provisions and to
engage in the same analytical
process. The difficulty with the
latter approach is that the Act
changes or adds at least 293
different substantive provisions
(many of which are addressed in
lengthy and numerous Code sec
tions). Add to this hundreds of
effective date exceptions and
hundreds more "technical"
changes (principally to the 1984
legislation), and it's easy to see
why an article of this scope can
only demonstrate the second
approach by reference to certain
specific provisions, specifically
changes that affect most taxpay
ers or that are of interest to law
students.

The Grand Experiment

Caroline Reeves photo

will continue to do so under the
1986 changes.
Can the complexity of these
"phase-outs" be defended on the
basis that many taxpayers will be
unaffected by them? The answer
is found in the income level at
which the "phase-outs" begin:
$45,000 for single taxpayers,
$75,000 for married taypayers
filing joint returns, $55,000 for
heads of households, and $37,500
for married taxpayers filing separ
ately. It is difficult to consider
taxpayers in these brackets as
members of a wealthy class that
can afford to pay for the sophis
ticated advice needed to avoid the
33% bracket. (Left for debate at
lunch tables is whether someone
earning $45,000 should pay the
same rate of tax as someone
earning $1,000,000; somehow it
seems that their lifestyles are
different.)

The Death ofZBA, UZBA,

When approaching the Act as and Their Friends
a unit, the briefest answer occurs
Now some good news: UZBA is
when the goal of "growth" is repealed! (If you don't know what
analyzed. Frankly, nobody really UZBA is, don't ask; you really
knows what impact the 1986 Act don't want to know, and if in
will have on economic growth; if doubt, ask someone who does
the economists can't agree, who know to explain it to you, remem
can? (Of course, tax planning and bering that if they break out in
appraising have been transformed hysterical laughter they really
into "growth" industries by the aren't laughing at you. Really.) So
Act, but that's another article for what replaced UZBA? Several
another day.) Fairness? Anyone's things. First, taxpayers deduct
opinion is legitimate, and it de the greater of their itemized
pends on whether the 1986 Act deductions or their standard
causes an increase or decrease in deduction; no longer need they
the tax liability of the person compute excess itemized deduc
expressing the opinion. Simplici tions. Second, "tainted" taxpayers
ty? The last time anyone used the (dependent children, spouses fil
word (other than in describing the ing separately) have no standard
last time the word was used) was deduction, except that dependent
in late 1985. The 1986 Act is, with children may use up to $500 of a
the exception of several provi , standard deduction against un
sions, an exercise in arcane com earned income, and may use the
plexity. The effective dates alone balance of the standard deduction
are an adventure in analysis that to offset earned income. Third,
defies description. But the best dependents (children or otherwise)
way to see this is to examine some may not deduct a personal
of the specific changes.
exemption.
Lower Rates: Deceptive
The new standard deduction is
Complexity
phased in. In 1987, for example,
The most publicized change in it is $3,760 for married filing
the tax law is the reduction in the jointly and $2,540 for single
tax rates to two brackets: 15% and taxpayers. In 1988, for example,
28%. Beneficial to many, the it is $5,000 for married' filing
change does not mean that the jointly and $3,000 for single
drafters should be praised for taxpay^ers. Thereafter, it is in
achieving "simplicity." Why? dexed for inflation. In addition,
First, because there is a "hidden" elderly and blind taxpayers, in
additional rate: a tax equal to 5% stead of being entitled to addition

al personal exemptions, are en if rates are increased and the ceived "abuses" of the business
titled to an additional $600 capital gain preference is restored. deduction for meals and entertain
standard deduction for age and for (Hidden message here?) Anyone ment, Congress enacted several
blindness. Moreover, elderly and reading newspapers and maga- additional pages of statutory
blind taxpayers are entitled to use . zines already knows that some provisions that stiffen the require
the 1988 "base" standard deduc experts think the repeal of the ments for the deduction. The
tion amount in 1987. The reason preference means a l^st to the deduction for meals is limited to
for changing from extra personal economy while other experts 80% of what it would otherwise
exemptions to additional standard want everyone to believe that the be, but to this limitation there are
deduction is simple: deny the repeal is the invitation to a great 8 exceptions (items such as "qual
benefit of an extra personal ex depression caused by the collapse ified banquets"), each of which
emption to elderly taxpayers who of capital investment.
will keep many business planners
itemize deductions, because item Chopping Dotvn Weeds to
quite busy working out ways to
ization is more likely as one's Clear a Forest
bring their clients' activities
income increases. Implementation
In the interest of simplicity within the exceptions. This is an
of the concept is a wonderful and/or fairness (take your pick!). excellent example of how the new
example of the maxim, "The cost Congress eliminated the two- legislation might not convince
of fairness is a lack of simplicity." earner married couple deduction, noncompliant taxpayers that the
A Terrible Tax Time to
income averaging, the $100/$200 perceived abuses or tax planning
be a Dependent Child
dividend exclusion, the partial advantages of "the other person"
Not only do children who are exclusion of unemployment com have been eliminated; perhaps it
dependents lose the personal pensation, the scholarship exclu is too optimistic to expect that the
exemption and some of the stand sion except for amounts required $120 billion per year compliance
ard deduction, if they are under to be used for tuition, etc., the gap might be narrowed by the
14 they also are subject to a new exclusion for prizes and awards legislation. But reformers rejoice:
rule that taxes their unearned (except if donated to charity or if deductions for the cost of sky toxes
income at the parent's rate (but it satisfies a new "qualified em rented for more than a single
without regard to any 5% addition ployee award" test), the itemized event in one year are limited to
al rate that might apply to the deduction for state and local sales the cost of a boxseat at each event.
parent). This rule does not apply
taxes, the charitable contribution Quiz: define "skybox" and "single
to the first $500 of taxable un deduction for nonitemizers (which event" (yes, there are intricate
earned income; that amount is was scheduled to expire under definitions in the new Code).
taxed at the child's rate (15% current law), the deduction for Next: Credit Cards Secured
unless the child has significant adoption expenses (to which many by Home Mortgages?
other income). Thus, the first react by saying "I didn't know
The deduction for interest has
$500 of the child's unearned there was such a thing!"), and the been limited to "qualified resi
income is sheltered by the stand investment credit. Most of these dence interest," investment inter
ard deduction, the next $500 is changes are effective January 1, est (generally to the extent of
taxed at the child's rate, and the 1987; the investment credit is investment income), and trade or
balance is taxed at the parent's repealed as of January 1,1986. As business interest. There will be
rate if the child is under 14 or at
a demonstration of the insignifi no more deductions for consumer
the child's rate if the child is 14 cant impact of these repeals on the or education loan interest. This
or older. Taxation at the parent's complexity of the Code, remember limitation begins in 1987, but is
rate means, surprisingly, what it
that in the basic income tax phased in over a 5-year period.
appears to mean: applying the course, all of two contact hours, An Even Worse Time for
parent's rate (deemed to be the at most, were used to discuss the" Disfavored Tax Shelterv
One of the highly acclaimed
highest bracket other than the 5%) basic issues presented by these
additional rate unless the parent provisions (most of which weren't changes is a provision that pre
vents taxpayers from using losses
shows that it is lower) to the given any attention).
from passive activities to offset
child's unearned income in excess "Let's Move the Furniture
income from salary, trade or
of $1,000. It does not mean recom Just Once More"
puting the parent's taxable income
Other provisions were not so business, or portfolio activities
to determine what the increase in easily dismissed. Instead, Con (interest and dividend income).
the parent's tax would have been gress "tinkered" with a variety of The concept is commendable; the
had the parent recognized the deductions, generally in an effort goal of eliminating "tax shelters"
unearned income in question.
to limit their availability. Some of is advanced (but not totally
this tinkering, such as raising the achieved). There are exceptions,
Capital Gains: Gone
AGI floor on medical expenses such as a provision permitting up
but Not Gone
Because of the low rates. Con from 5% to 7.5%, is conceptually to $25,000 of losses from real
gress repealed the special prefer easy to understand, but does not estate activities to be deducted
ence for capital gains. However, change any of the substantive each year by taxpayers with AGI
capital losses remain deductible analysis or interpretation issues under $100,000 (with a phase-out
only to the extent of capital gains lurking in the statutory provision. from $100,000 to $150,000) pro
(and for individuals, up to an Others, such as the modification vided the taxpayer "actively"
additional $3,000 per year). Thus, of the ACRS (depreciation) deduc engages in the activity. The
the mechanisms, for determining tion, would require a five-part statutory provision to achieve this
whether gain is capital or ordinary article to explain; suffice it to say "passive loss limitation" is very
(which account for at least 20 or that the new ACRS deduction is, long. Why? It must define passive
25% of the Code) remain. The generally, less generous than losses, interrelate it to the current
at-risk rules and with the new
under current law.
Committee reports suggest that
Lunch limitations on the interest deduc
another reason the capital defini Three-Martini
tion structures are left in the Code Becomes a 2.4-Martini Lunch tion (the issue being, what to do
Unhappy with current per
Continued on page 13
is to permit ease of amendment
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TAX RE-FORM

Is It Fair, Simple or Just?
Continued from page 12
with interest paid in a passive
activity), define "active," provide
for a different AGI level for lowincome housing credits, create a
method to measurecredits against
the $25,000 exception ("deduction
equivalent"), and so on and so on.
Simple? Not at all. Is the price of
complexity worth it; are tax
shelters eliminated? Of course
not. Mortgage interest remains
deductible (continuing the tax
discrimination against renters).
Other exclusions (tax-exempt
interest, pension contributions)
and deductions remain. The oil
and gas industry continues to
receive special benefits. And al
ready, the creative types in the tax
world are devising methods of
circumventing the new restric
tions. The one clear result of this
change, though, will be destruc
tion of the sector of the tax shelter
industry that created ridiculous
shelters (such as lithograph mas
ter plates): fraudulent tax shel

ters, one justifiably fears, will
remain.

Simplification: Let's
Have Two Taxes

Congress increased the scope of
the minimum tax, a tax on tax
preferences (certain exclusions
and deductions). Under the min
imum tax, a taxpayer determines
21% of "alternative minimum
taxable income," which is much
closer to what taxable income
would be if most exclusions and
deductions were repealed or se
verely limited. If that minimum
tax exceeds the regular tax, the
higher tax applies. Thus, because
of the increased scope, many more
taxpayers will be required to do
this second tax computation.

"Let's Make Them Rewrite
All the Wills Again

In the interests of "fixing" the
generation-skipping tax, a tax on
wealth transfers from-a taxpayer
to someone in the grandchild or
younger generation. Congress
developed a scheme that will

require the redrafting of estate
plans and wills for taxpayers with
moderate or greater amounts of
wealth.

For those who detect a trace of
and prohibiting use of fiscal years
by many taxpayers, are numerous cynicism and an abundance of
and impossible to describe in an frustration in the preceding para
article of this scope. Changes are graphs, consider yet another
"Simplifying" Pensions
made in the taxation of agricul decision of the Congress. The
and IRA's
tural, timber, oil and gas, energy- Senate, when considering the tax
The deduction for IRA account
related, and hard mineral transac legislation, approved a resolution
contributions is denied to taxpay
tions. Research and development
that imposes a 5-year moratorium
ers whoare members of a qualified . expenses are treated differently. on amendment of any provision
retirement plan and whose in The taxation of transactions amended by the 1986 legislation;
comes exceed certain levels. This
abroad and of foreigners doing of course, amendment of provi
is more complicated (but less fair)" business in this country are sions changed by earlier legisla
than the original amendment
changed, and made more compli tion (such as by the major revi
which proposed an easier concept: cated. Numerous changes to tax sions of 1981,1982, or 1984) would
no more IRA deductions for
compliance and administrative be permitted if the provision is not
anyone. The changes to the tax
provisions are made; penalties are amended by the 1986 Act. The
treatment of retirement plans
increased, new penalties are im Conference deleted the Senate
require 190 pages of summary-like
posed, the interest rate on under moratorium. After all, to expect
explanation in the Conference payments and overpayments of Congress to agree to such a
Committee report.
tax is calculated differently, more restriction would be like expecting
One Thousand and One Pages
information returns are required, Philadelphia to accept a five-year
The list goes on for what seems
collections, liens and levies are moratorium on the changing of
an eternity. The taxation of banks
subject to new rules.
street names.
and life insurance companies is
Learn the New Code Well:
A final recommendation: form
once again changed, having been
It Might Survive for A Year
(or reform, hah-hah) your own
significantly changed in 1984.
opinion, by taking your expected
Clearly, the new tax legislation
Tax accounting provisons, such
is far-reaching and will have 1987 income and deductions and
as limiting use of the cash method
significant impacts, although it is computing tax liability under
too early to predict whether the current law and then under the
impacts will be beneficial. The new law. That will tell you how
Code might be a little more "fair"; fair the changes are, and if you
it certainly is more complicated conclude that the 'latter exercise
and longer. True reform, in the is less complicated, then there is
nature of a flat tax on the excess a job waiting for you at National
of a taxpayer's total economic Football League headquarters
income over a very generous supervising instant replay and
standard living allowance, has administering the rules for deter
probably been laid to rest until the mining which teams with identi
legislative process is changed; it cal records qualify for the
might not be premature to order playoffs.
a gravestone for "Tax Reform," Ed. Note: After graduating from
and to mark it "born in the 1960's, the Law School in 1976, Prof
teased with nourishment in the Maule served as attorney-advisor in
1970's, and killed in 1986." The the Legislation and Regulations
meaning of the deceased "Tax Division of the Office of Chief
Reform" passes by operation of Counsel to the Internal Revenue
law to "Tax Re-form," a clever Service for two and one-half years,
personage who is adept at refor and as attorney-advisor to fudge
mulating complicated tax rules, Herbert L. Chabot of the United
rearranging Code sections, redo States Tax Court for two and oneing the work of the previous year, half years. He has also been em
and preventing taxpayers and ployed as an accountant and a tax
practitioners from ever having the return preparer and reviewer; he is
chance to learn, understand, and a consultant to several tax
work with tax law changes.
practitioners.
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Continued from page 14
investors' hands than taxable
investments. For example, he
notes that someone in the top 38V2
percent bracket in 1987 will need
to earn 12.20 percent on a taxable
security to match the tax-free
: return on a IVi percent municipal
' bond. Once the top rate drops to
28 percent in 1988, a 7V^ percent
municipal will yield an investor
in that bracket the same as a
taxable investment paying 10.42
percent. "Needless to say," adds
Calabrese, "there isn't much
around at either 10 or 12 percent
anymore."
Then there is the matter of socalled "real rate of return," the
yield received on an investment
after taking inflation into account.
Subtracting the effect of 3.5
percent inflation from a 7.5 per
cent municipal bond still leaves
investors with a handsome 4
, percent tax-free real rate of return,
by Calabrese's reckoning. "This
is actually better," he recalls,
"than the tax-free real rate of
j return you could have received
five years ago when the illusion
of a 12 percent municipal bond
was diminished by the reality of
10 percent inflation." With pros
pects for sustained low interest
rates and inflation, Calabrese
believes his argument for invest
ing in long-term municipal bonds
become even more compelling.

Another long-term investment
idea is the so-called "Ginnie Mae"
(Government National Mortgage
Association) bond. Bugen is espe
cially high on these federallyguaranteed certificates, which
pass-along to investors the inter
est and principal payments from
a pool of home mortgages. "Some
one in, say, the 28 percent income
tax bracket buying a Ginnie May
yieldmg 9.4 percent could keep 6.7
percent after taxes," he calculates.
Bugen recommends buying older
Ginnie Maes, those with any
where from five to twelve years
left on their original life expec
tancy. But he's leery of Ginnie
Mae funds. "They usually sell at
a premium and yield less than you
originally put in," Bugen explains.
He advises fund-oriented investors
to check the prospectus to make
sure that the fund holds primarily
the safer new certificates pooling
recent mortgages at today's low
rates.
Of course, even before tax
reform, many investors were
already looking long term — to
retirement. Next year, however,
many wage earners will lose the
right to deduct Individual Retire
ment Account (IRA) contributions.
In fact, deductions for contribu
tions to all retirement plans will
be worth less since tax brackets
will be lower and taxpayers who
are members of a qualified retire-

Continued on page 4
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FEATURES
When Law Was Self-Taught

TAKING

by C.P. Gilmore

TOCK
By Walter Lucas

"I have a teeling we're not in rate as dividend and interest
Kansas anymore," an awestruck income.
Dorothy told Toto when she first
"What all this means is that,
laid eyes on Oz. At a time when under the new tax structure,
investors are gazing into an eco investors may find it more prof
nomic future that seems more itable to buy stocks that pay
puzzling than promising, Doro steady dividends instead of those
thy's words make abundant whose prices are expected to pop,"
sense.
says Blake. The former are com
The raging bull market that monly called "income" stocks; the
began in 1982 has become the latter, "growth" stocks. Blake
aging bull market. The Dow Jones manages the Stock MarketAmerIndustrial Average, which more ica Fund, made up of 40 blue-chip
than doubled in those four years, companies with average dividend
now languishes in a trading range growth of about 6 percent (com
— a constant reminder of Sir pared to the 5 percent being paid
Isaac's law that what goes up by money-market funds and passmust come down. Then, just brok savings accounts).
when the wizards of Wall Street
The fund's portfolio includes
have us looking for a pot of gold companies like IBM, Exxon, Cocaat the end of the rainbow, along Cola, Walt Disney and American
comes the wicked witch of Wa Express — all among the 250
shington: tax reform.
largest publicly-traded companies
The jury is still out as to what, in the U.S. "Our holdings are
if any, impact the Tax Reform Act more diversified than those stocks
of 1986 will have on the markets. in the Dow Jones Industrial Av
What the experts can agree on is erage," Blake is quick to note.
that investors can no longer "The Dow is as its name says, an
assume that the strategies that industrial stock index. We're
have worked up to now will work invested in leading industrials
in the future.
and leading companies from other
"We're in a whole new ball sectors of the economy; technol
game," says David Bugen, pres ogy, banking, insurance, enter
ident of the New Jersey chapter tainment, etc."
of the International Association of
Whether investors prefer to
Financial Planners. "Investors play individual stocks, or "buy the
have to realize that tax reform has market" via a stock fund, the
totally changed all the rules."
message is clear! Buy value, not
Shearson Lehman Brothers risk.
sees the changes as so dramatic
"A value investor buys stocks
that its brokers started calling of companies with a history of clients the day the bill became increasing dividends; a risk inves
law. "Time is of the essence for tor buys a stock whose price he
investors to reevaluate their port expects to appreciate," says finan
folios," says Robert Calabrese, a cial planner Bugen. "Before tax
New Jersey branch manager. reform, it used to pay to try to
"Come January 1st, certain doors ,hit home runs. But home run
will be closed." For example, hitters, and growth stocks, tend
investors who set up custodial to strike out a lot. Now we're
accounts for their children using content to hit singles." He con
zero-coupon, corporate and Treas cedes that it may take his clients
ury bonds under the old tax law longer to round the bases, but at
are going to have to pay taxes on least they'll have something to
the accrued value of those ac show for their effort; namely
counts under the new law at the dividend checks.
parent's income tax rate. "Those
Regardless of whether they
investors could switch the very choose the slower-growth income
same money into zero-coupon path or faster-paced growth track,
municipal bonds and realize the the experts agree that investors
same tax benefits they're getting will have to be more patient.
now under the old law," says Bugen is advising his clients to
Calabrese.
be prepared to stick with an
Market-watchers also expect investment for at least five years.
tax reform to focus investors' As he sees the typical life cycle
sights on the economic payoff, of an investment; "One year you'll
rather than the tax benefits, an lose money; one year you'll break
investment might generate. That even; one year you'll make a little
means they would have an incen money; one year you might even
tive to put their money in stocks make a lot; and one year you don't
and bonds, rather than in such know what will happen."
traditional tax shelters as real
Of course, patient investors
estate and oil drilling ventures.
who prefer more certain payoffs
"The new tax law reaffirms have other options. Shearson
that financial assets are going to Lehman is recommending that
benefit at the expense of real portfolios be allocated 60 percent
assets," Observes Alan Blake, in stocks, 20 percent in bonds and
managing director of MarketA- 20 percent in cash (to take advan
merica Group, an investment tage of unexpected opportunities
advisory concern.
that may crop up).
Blake believes that tax reform
Calabrese is especially fond of
favors long-term ownership of a municipal bonds, whose interest
blue-chip stock portfolio. That's remains generally tax-free under
because the new law repeals the tax reform. "On the face of it,
special tax treatment of long-term lower tax rates might seem to
capital gains (profits on sales of make ni.unicipals less attractive
securities held six months or relative to taxable securities," he
longer). Long-term gains will be observes. "However, reducing
taxed at a maximum rate of 28 taxes will still be an important
percent versus a top effective tax goal for investors after tax
rate of 20 percent under the old brackets are lowered, and munic
law. Short-term gains will be ipals will be one of the last few
taxed as high as 38'/2 percent in sources of tax-free income."
1987, and the same 28 percent rate
Even after tax brackets drop in
thereafter. Translation: all capital 1987 and 1988, Calabrese says
gains will be taxed at the same municipals may put more cash in

That the study of Law is a
prelude to greatness need only be
attested to by the number of
statesmen schooled in the field.
For many, if not most, their image
as lawyer is eclipsed by their lofty
pursuits. Thomas Jefferson is one
such lawyer-cum-statesman.
Jefferson's law study has fortu
nately been preserved for us by
his own hand. He attended the
College of William and Mary prior
to beginning his law studies.
There were no law schools in his
day, only tutorials with private
instructors. Jefferson studied law
on his own, with only brief inter
ludes of collaboration with his
instructor, George Wythe. But he
studied more than "the law."
Jefferson believed that a lawyer's
education should be profound and
ranging. He divided the waking
hours of the day into five periods,
with each period allotted in a
separaate field of study. UNTIL
eight o'clock in the morning he
read the physical sciences, ethics
and natural law. From eight until
noon, he read the law. The hour
between noon and one o'clock was
reserved not for lunch but for
reading "Politics." In the after
noon, history; then, from dark to
bedtime was the realm of criti
cism, belles letters, rehetoric and
oratory.
Jefferson so paced his studies to
reflect the inequality of the mind's
acuity during the day. He consi
dered History a "lighter occupa
tion" since "it exercises principal
ly the memory," and does not
require reflection in a laborious
degree."
Of course, prior to pursuing the
law, the student has already
amassed, a knowledge of the
classics, fluency in French and
Latin, and a firm base in mathe
matics — "a fine preparation for
investigating the abstruse specu
lations of the law."
Jefferson himself knew Latin,
Greek, and French from the age
of nine. His background in mathe
matics had been firmly estab
lished in the two years preceding
his law studies at William and
Mary. As he was wont to rise from
bed as soon as it was light enough
for him to read the time on the
clock, the program was, indeed,
demanding.
The other subjects to be studied
with law were "kindred sciences
as will contribute to eminence."
The variety among them only
served "to relieve the mind, as
well as the eye, palled with too
long attention to a single object."
This is a revealing comment. One
is tempted to assume he meant
"single subject," not single object.
"But he always chose his words
too carefully to permit this. To
Jefferson there was only one
subject, one end: human knowl
edge. It had many objects: Law,
politics, history. Tyranny, injus
tice, indolence were impediments.
The former were affectuated by
study and reflection; the latter
were conquered by duty and
vigilence, "Liberty and science are
inseparable companions." To this
end his life was devoted.

A Diet of Legal Treaties

The Law portion of the day was
to be spent reading a certain book
from a prearranged order. First
and foremost, Sir Edward Coke
had to be mastered. The first of
Coke's four Institutes of the Laws
of England was known as Coke
upon Littleton. Coke had reprinted
Littleton's classic treaties on
tenures, added an English trans
lation with Coke's own notes and
definitions to the original's Nor
man French. It was truly a baf
i^ohtinuedonpage 13 fling tome, but it was the primer

of legal education for more than
a century precedingJefferson, and
was absolutely essential. Even the
lover of study and seclusion could
not help but comment, "I do wish
the Devil had old Cooke, for I have
never met such a dull, old scoun
drel in my life." But master him
he did.
The student was then to preceed
to the remaining Institutes. One
held the texts of English statutes
from the Magna Carta to the time
of James I (1635?); the next dealt
with criminal law; and the last
concerned jurisdiction. Coke's
Institutes were an excellent digest
of the law as it was in his own
time. Yet new laws added by the
legislatures and those changed
and developed by Judges required
a new digest. Matthew Bacon
filled this void. (This process of
new laws and new decisions on
old laws ongoing soon summoned
Blackstone to the task). The
student was also to read the
reports of cases from Coke's time
to Matthew Bacon before reading
Bacon's abridgment. After Bacon,
select cases from the subsequent
reporters were to be read. Then,
select tracts on the Law, especially
those of Baron Gilbert. Lastly, the
laws and reports of the particular
jurisdiction were to be studied.
The same procedure applied for
equity as well. In conclusion,
Blackstone's Commentaries were
the last perfect Digest of both
branches of the law.
Jefferson recognized the impor
tance of briefing cases. "In reading
the reporters, enter in a Common
place book (notebook) every case
of value, condensed mto the nar-"
rowest compass possible which
will admit of presenting distinctly
the principles of the case. This
operation is doubly useful, inas
much as it obliges the student to
seek out the pith of the case, and
habituates him to a condensation
of thought, and to an acquisition
of the most valuable of all talents,
that of never using two gords
where one will do. It also fixes the
case too more indelibly in the
mind."

Lawyering Skills

Jefferson also emphasized the
need for the lawyer to acquire "the
art of writing and speaking cor
rectly." In this vein he recom
mended that students analyze the
orations of Demosthenes, Cicero
and other examples of eloquence.
Students should then join in
preparing and delivering "orations
on feigned cases." Teams of three
worked best; two would argue on

different sides of the case, while
the third would sit as judge. His
political strain caused Jefferson to
further exhort students to always,
always, suit their arguments to
the temper of the audience.
Jefferson's program was an
embodiment of his disagreement
with the apprentice system. He
believed that lawyers ladened
students with too much office
work. This siphoned off the stu
dent's valuable time "for the
emolument of another." Jeffer
son's brand of law student needed
no help from a practicing attorney;
rather, "the only help a youth
wants is to be directed what books
to read and in what order to read
them."
However rigorous was Jeffer
son's program, he was not alone
in his broad frontal assault on
knowledge. Learning was the
mark of a gentleman and the duty
of aspiring leaders. James Madi
son, at Princeton, subjected him
self to a like regimen. There is
historical dispute whether Madi
son was followingjefferson's own
program (as the date of their first
meeting is not definite), but there
is concurrence that Madison's
overstudy as a young man per
manently broke his health.
Jefferson escaped the perils of
overstudy by necessary forays of
social interaction. When in Wil
liamsburg he managed to fre
quently find time for dinners at
the Governor's palace where he
was admitted as the fourth
member to a trio consisting of
George Wythe (his law teacher),
William Small (his college profes-^
sor) and"Frahcis Fauquier,"Royat
Governor of the Province. That
Jefferson was admitted to this^
elite circle when he was not yet
twenty is evidence of his serious
and refined ways. The future
President remembered this confi
dence reposed in him by older
men, and throughout his long life
Jefferson always happily lended
counsel to inquiring young men.
All told his law studies lasted
five years. He could have made the
bar after a month-long whirlwind
cursory blitz as did Patrick Henry
and many others. But the compre
hensive burden he thrust upon
himself was the bedrock of a man
who brought a new nation to a
vista of its perfect self. The
victory of his ideals lay in their
punishing exactions. In that
sense, his education benefitted us
all.
C.P. Gilmore, a 2L, was a History
major at Villanova.

LEGAL
LAFFSW
Q; How many lawyers doe$ it take to change a light bulb:*
A: Fifty four. Eight to argue, one to gel a continuance,
one to object, one to demur, (wo to research precedents,
one to dictate a letter, one lo stiiJuIaU'. five to turn in
their time cards, one to despose, one to write interrog
atories, two to settle, one to .order a secretary to change
the bulb, and twenty-eight to bill for professional services.
At a conventron of biological scientists one researcher
remarks to another, "Did you know that in our lab we
have switched from mice to lawyers for our experiments?"
"Really?" the other replied, "Why did you switch'"'
"Well, for two rea.sons. First we found that l:\wyer;j
are far more plentiful, and second, the lab assistants don'
get so attached to them."
When asked, "What is a contigent.fee?" a lawyer
answered, "A contingent fee to a lawyer means, if 1 don't
win your suit,.I cet nothing. If I do win it. you get nothing."

'
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SPORTS
Brian Claypool Smacks Homerun . ..

Latent Defects Win Crown

by "Czar"
George Karibjanian

The 1986 Villanova Law School
Softball League season ended
• Monday, November 10 with the
John E. Murray, Jr. Division
' winners "The A-Team" downing
the USFL Division winners "Lat
ent Defects" 10-5 at a muddy and
cold Polo Grounds field.
While the playoff games went
smoothly, arriving there was
certainly no picnic, especially if
you are the Ultimate Being in
deciding which teams were to
make the playoffs. The playoff
format stated that four teams
would make the playoffs, with the
three division winners and one
wild card team qualifying, and a
list of tie-breaking procedures
implemented to prevent any, to
use this phrase mildly, "disputes."
However, on the "Road to the
Playoffs," many curves and pot
holes (or treadles, as the case may
be) developed. Because of missing
equipment, rainouts, constant
postponements, self-declared for
feits and the like, when the season
was supposed to end on Friday,
October 24, the standings look^
as if it were only September 24,
with many teams not having
played even one half of their
games. When the official "Czar
Proclamation" declared that the
season would be extended until
Thursday, October 30, the rush
to get games in closely resembled
the rush to find quality outlines
{or upcoming finals — too great
^ z demand, not enough supply,
here rneaning demand for games
and supply meaning fields and
stmny days. Fortunately, the
stanoiTigs-Mtere cornolete enough
to determine theThree division
winners, with each having a 6-1
record: joining The A-Team and
Latent Defects was the "Nikki
Hoi's," winners of the Gerry
Faust Division. For their out
standing performances, the teams
received the following: for win
ning the Murray division, each
member of the A-Team received
an autographed copy of "Murray
on Contracts"; for win'ning the
Faust division, each member of
the Nikki Hoi's received an auto
graph copy "Gerry Faust: Notre
Dame's 'Man in Motion' "; and for
winning the USFL Division, each
member of the Latent Defects
received season tickets to all 1987 ,
Memphis Showboats' home
games.
However, there were three
teams with identical records

Czar George Karibjanian
vying for the Wild Card position
— "Rule Nisi," a 2L team losing
their only game to the Nikki Hoi's
on a Rule interpretation, "Section
A-Holes," a IL team with a selfproclaimed air-tight defense, and
"Ying Yangs," a IL team who
eliminated a fourth team, "Hung
Jurors" and their New York Mets'
style press build-up, out of the
playoff picture. The ultimate tie
breaker turned out to be "runs
scored," with Rule Nisi edgingout
Ying Yangs and Section A-Holes,
99-85-53. Of course, with this
determination, many threats of
bodily harm were directed the
Czar's way, but fortunately, the
only report of injury jOccurr^ on
Spring Mill Road.
Unfortunately, the playoffs

turned out to be anti-climactic. In
the semi-finals. The A-Team
downed Rule Nisi at Tredyffrin
(no score reported), and Latent
Defects ousted the Nikki Hoi's, 134 at a muddy Polo Grounds. The
Nikki Hoi game was built up to
be an emotional battle, for in the
inaugural game of the 1986 sea
son, the Hoi's downed the Defects
14-8, and many of the Hoi's were
looking ahead to playing the ATeam in the finals. But they were
denied, as the Defects played a
near flawless game and led 13-1
going into the bottom of the
seventh. "This was the worst
we've played this season," com
mented Bob Schwartz, the Hoi
second baseman, after the game.
"To finally reach the playoffs

after three years of trying and to
let this happen, it really su-," said
a despondent John McDanel.
"We're 'Destiny's Darlings,' "
said a jubilant Defects' centerfielder Gene Riccardo afterward.
Yes, but with all due respect to
John Kapral, so were the Red Sox
with two out in the bottom of the
tenth in game six.
The Defects took a page out of
the Hoi's (and the California
Angels') script and played their
worst game of the season when
it mattered most in losing to the
A-Team in a game that wasn't as
close as the score reflected. Nu
merous fielding miscues and lack
of the key hits led to the Defects'
downfall, as the A-Team played
their usual steady game and
coasted behind a home run by
Brian Claypool, and, strong per
formances from Mike McGuckin,
Al Zencak, and Lou Federici
among others. The story of the
game can be told in the first inning
alone — Riccardo led off the top
of the first with a single and could
get no farther than third, due to
poor hitting by the Defects' heart
of the order. In the bottom of the
first, Claypool, with one out,
turned a misjudged fly ball into
a home run, and the A-Team was
off. An overthrow here, a pop out
there and a strong pitching per
formance later and the A-Team
was up 10-3 and never looked
back, and when it was all over,
the celebration, complete with
$1.99 champagne, was on.
On the whole, the season was
completed with slightly more
problems than were contemplated.
The only major disappointment
was the disappearing equipment
— from the start of the season.

when there two sets of bases, six
bats and ten balls, to the end,
when there were only one set of
bases. As a result, if this equip
ment isn't returned, there may be
no allotment of SBA money to
wards equipment next year. Sure,
some teams griped, with the short
fence in left at Tredyffrin, the
Latent Defects' Penn State-style
schedule, etc., but hopefully a lot
of fun was had and interest will
continue next year.

The A-Team, 1986 VLS/
SBA Softball Champions,

winners of the Murray division:
Kevin Duke, Brian Claypool, John
Depasquale, Guy Doniatello, Lou
Federici, Steve Goldfield, Jill
Goldman, Rob Greenbaum, Mike
Holston, Mike McGuickin, Cara
McMenamin, Mike Starczewski,
Bill Strauss, Al Zencak.
Latent Defects, finalists,
winners of the USFL division:
Mark Kearney, Rudy Celli, Rich
Coe, Nick Corrado, John Dugan,
Steve Fay, Ginny Flick, Frank
Gartner, Jim Herman, Vince lozzi,
George Karibjanian, Brian Lenehan. Mart Martella, Jeanne Rapley, Gene Riccardo.
Nikki Hoi's, winners of the
Faust division: Craig Fox, Jackie
Babic, Bill Campanale, Jerry Cellucci, Jeff Chambers, Scott Diner,
Mark Foley, Jim Lawlor, John
McDanel, Scott Satell, Bob
Schwartz, Adam Soil, Ruth
Williams.
Rule Nisi, Wild Card, 2nd in
the Faust division; Greg Locasale,
Dave Sander, Scott Bruce, Lou
Christos, Jessica Connely, Cyn
thia Debartolo, Joe Grassia, Frank
Mackin, Kevin McEwen, Michael
Nita, Dave Pless, Rich Riley.

Fox Is Champ

by Sandy Williams
arranged. "Students will have
Craig Fox defeated Jim Logue, more time to play in the spring,
6-2, 6-1, to win the inagural and spring weather always seems
Villanova Law School Tennis to reveal 'hidden' athletic desires.
Tournament on October 31. Fox
emerged on top of a field of 53 Additionally, Penn, Temple and
players.
Rutgers law schools may enter the
Jeff Rosenbaum, who planned arena. Perhaps the 'Best' tennis
the tournament along with Fox, players who entered each of the
said there is some speculation that area tournaments could play each
a Spring tournament may be other," Rosenbaum said.

John Dugan at bat

Wildcats Open With Win
by Bob Washuta

The Villanova Wildcats opened
their 1986-87 basketball season by
defeating the Australian Mel
bourne Tigers 94-91 on November
15. The Cats first lead came seven
minutes into the second half when
Connelly Brown's (14 pts., 11
rebs) lay-up made the score 71-69.
From that point forward the Cats
held a small lead in a game that
was not decided until Australia's
Paul Stanley (27 pts., 4 rebs)
missed a three point attempt with
five seconds remaining.
Australia was led by forward
Andrew Gage who pumped in 40
points on 13 for 19 shooting from
the field. The Cats had four
players in double figures with
academic All American Harold
Jansen and Doug West both con
tributing twenty points.
Villanova's overall play was
highly uncharacteristic for a

Massimino team, but may be
attributed to opening the season
against a foreign national team
that helped create a feeling of
exhibition to foster international
good will rather than a season
opener. The Cats lacked intensity
and discipline both on the offen
sive and defensiveends of the floor
for most of the night, but managed
to play well enough to outscore a
more experienced but less talented
team.
Looking ahead to the 1986-87
season it appears the Cats will
have a different look as compared
to Massimino's 1984-86 teams.
Massimino seems to be abandon
ing his traditional seven man
roster in favor of utilizing eleven
men. Nine players got more than
10 minutes of floor time and two
who can be expected to contribute
(Wyatt Maker and Rodney Taylor)
were unable to play because of

injuries. Also, the Cats are a much
quicker team than in the past and
Massimino is ready to emphasize
such speed by pressing defensively
for the length of the floor and
breaking on offense at the slight
est opportunity.
The Cats appear poised for a
very successful season. However,
the biggest question marks will be
the maturity level of sophomore
point guard Kenny Wilson in
handling the offense as well as
avoiding foul trouble. If Wilson
has to sit because of fouls the
point position will go to either
freshman Eric Leslie or senior
walk on Pat Enright. The second
question mark is how quickly and
to what degree Massimino's two
inside freshman (Barry Bekkedam
a (6'10") and Tom Greis {72")) will
develop. If Wilson and the big
freshman come through Massimi
no's Cats may well be one of the
country's top teams for 1986-87.

Craig Fox: 1986 Tennis Champion
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SIGN UP EARLY
FOR THE
JOlEPHiON^KlUWER

BAR REVIEW COURSE
AND RECEIVE:
1. OUTUDIES TO kelp you STudy FOR LAW
Sckool EXAMS!
I
2. DISCOUNT ON AU KIUWER

Aids!
7. FREE MPRE WoRkshop ANd Book!
4. FREE BookbAq!
FOR MORE deTAils, CONTACT A CAMpvs REPRESENTATIVS OR CAU

Susan Bassett
John Brown Patrick Campbell
Patrick Connell
Francis Correll
Patrick Farris
Joseph Francione
James Herman
Denise Hollingsworth
M. Erin Kelly
Felice McElwaine
Carolyn Moran
Jordan Nagle
Anna Scarafile
Timothy Susanin
Joseph Zack

JOlEPHfON»HUIWER

• LEGAl EDUCATIONAL CENTERS, INC.
10 Eost 21st Street, Suite 1206-7, New York, NY 10010
(212) 505-2060 or (800) 421-4577

